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StuAds program revived
BY ELIZABETH HERBERT

C O l _ B Y C O L L 1- G I_

Editor-in-Chief

The Colby StuAds program rebounded from a dramatic loss last
year to gross over $45,000 so far this
semester, the profit fro m which will
go to fund club budgets.
Under three-time manager Jon
Blau '94, Colby StuAds, which provides advertising opportunities for
local businesses through student
mailings, student directories and
wall directories, picked up again
this year after practically coming to
a halt last year.
Echo p hoto by Cretchen Rice
The 1993 StuAds manager, An's
Student
Op
inion
their
vote
for
Wednesday
Students cas t
drew Milgram '96, was asked to
Poll held in the Student Center.
resign at the end of last summer
when he lost his driver's license.
Files were incomplete and the program had to begin rebuilding, according to Bonnie Johnson '94, then
vice president of the Student Association (Stu-A). StuAds grossed
about $3,000 when Amy Clapp '94
Wood fork, and Student Opinion took over the program late last fall.
Blau assumed the job this year
BY ALISON BORNSTEIN
Poll Coordinator Tammy Barnett
and spent the summer contacting
Asst. News Editor
'97.
"In recognizing the large-scale local advertisers and planning direcOver half of the campus re- challenge of receiving feedback,our tories and mailings for the upcoming
sponded to the first Student Opin- hopes were to provide an easy, sim- year. Blau alsoran the program in his
ion Polls program sponsored by the plified way of gaugingcampusopin- sophomore and junior years.
The progra m grossed $27,000 in
Student Association (Stu-A) .
ion," said Raffetto.
1992,
up from $17,000 in 1991.
Most of the questions are deLast week's question asked
"What term best expresses your cided at Stu-A executive meetings
perceptionof political correctness?" each week,but any student can make
Students could chose between "not up a question and submit it to StuBY HANNAH BEECH
enough," "appropriate" and "too A, said Raffetto.
Managing Editor
much."
The pollsters said they will atOut of 876 responses, four per- tempt to keep the questions from
For Stu-A Cultural Chair
cent (35) answered "not enough," appearing slanted .
41.5 percent (364) answered "ap"We try to be caring about the Lawaun Curry '97, Nathan McCall
propriate," and 54.5 p ercent (477) questions so that they are neutral," was not just another person to add
answered "too much."
said Woodfork. "Wedon't want stu- to the list of scheduled speakers.
The Wash ington Post reporter's
"With these polls we hope to dents to feel they have to answer a
create a resource in which we can certain way simply because of how book, Makes-Me Wanna Holler, tells
of surviving againstinner city odds,
most accurately measure students' the question was written."
feelings on any number of various
Representatives from Stu-A will and served as an inspiration to the
topics ," said Stu-A President Brya n stand in the Student Center each Colby sophomore who grew up in
Raffetto '95, at the State of the Col- Wednesday from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 the tough city district of Roxbury,
lege Address.
p.m. and administer the polls. After Massachusetts.
"It hit me so close to home/' said
Raffetto and Josh Woodfork '97, 3:30, ballots will be left out for stuStu-A vice president, came up with dents to answer on thc honor sys- Curry. "Nathan McCall' s been
the idea for the polls last spring, and tem. .
through a lot of what I have, and
•t became a part of their-election
"We are going to keep the an- we've both seen so many people
platform.
swers to the regular ballots separate who didn 't make it."
McCall is a li ght-skinned ,
"The polls will serve as a quick from theanswers to thehonors code
a nd simp lified way to find out stu- ballots," said Raffetto. 'That way goateed version of me," said Curry.
"My brother, who's right now in
dent opinions and hard data ," said we can compare the answers and
Raffetto.
disregard the honor code ones if the Framingham penitentiary, rec"While [Stu-A ] will use the in- they are a lot hi gher or lower than ommended the book to me," said
Curry. "He's still trying to make it
formation as a tool to make deci- the original averages."
sions , no decision will be made
Raffetto said he has high hopes like so many other people."
sc>le]y on the polls," said Woodfork. for the program judging from the
Nathan McCall was one of the
few inner city youths who did make
"Each Wednesday the poll will first poll.
ns k a different question and will
"We are ecstatic that there was it, although he joked about his near'"corporatea broad rangeof issues," such a high turnout ," said Raffetto. miss on the ride up to Colby. "I flew
said Raffetto. "Potential polls for
"The turnout may have been in on U.S. Air, and given their track
l 'io future may include perceptions higher than that of other polls be- record lately, I' m th ankf ul I' m here,"
about' multicultura l housing, social cause answering thc question was he said.
Moving on to more serious is^fe, residence halls, curriculum and quick and easy," said Woodfork.
the advising system."
"Wearclooking forward to thc polls sues, McCall centered his speech on
Stubecoming
a regular event every the fateof young, black males. "Iget
on
the
Working together
so tired of people who neither undent Opinion Polls will be Raffetto, Wednesday /'^

Stu-A gauges
campus opinion

SUPPORTER
Enhancing Colb y 's Studen t
Association Since 1990
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Businesses advertising with
Stu-Ads display this emblem
StuAds began in 1990 to consolidate campus advertising. Prior to
that,area businesses werebeing bombarded by college groups with requests for ad vertising. StuAds is now
the only organization that can solicit
ads besides the Echo and the athletic
department, according to Blau.
Businesses in Waterville,
Fairfield, Oakland and Winslow, as
well as some national advertisers,
are solicited.Blau said that although
about five accounts were lost in last
year's shuffl e, nearly 80 new accounts were added.
Students will be receiving a wall
poster, student directory and a
guidebook with menus, ads, coupons, maps and suggestions for

Blau. The guidebook is a new idea
this year, and in the past students
would receive a datebook with advertising.
There will also be nine or ten
coupon book mailings this year,said
Blau. The wall directoriesand guidebooks are due to come out at the end
of the month,and the student directory, which is not under control of
StuAds, will be out sometime late in
the fall .
"People appreciate the value of
the Colby market," said Blau, who
estimated thatColby students spend
$2 million each year.
Blau supplied businesses who
advertise with a StuAds door sticker
that designates them as a StuAds
advertiser. Blau said students
should make a point to do business
only with places displayinga sticker.
"All the money that's raised by
Stu Ads goes back to the students,"
said Blau. "By spending money
there, you're ensuring further advertising."
A new person will be hired in
April to take over Stu Ads,said Blau,
since much of thc work takes place
over the summer. Blau will be staying on until then.
"Even though I didn 't start [the
program], it felt in a way like my
baby," said Blau. "I didn 't want to
see it dissolve/'^

McCall inspires Colby sophomore

Echo photo by Brian Golden
Nathan M cCall chats with Lawaun Curry '9 7.
derstahd nor care about us — espe- inner city streets.
daily politicians and my colleagues
Racism docsn t makeyou more
in thc media," said McCall.
violent, but it does depersonalize
Referring to his background , you,"said McCall. "It dehumanizes
McCall spoke of a childhood filled you, and that makes you more prone
with street fights, gang-ra pes and to violence."
everyday violence.
"I realized as a black person I
"People ask mc, when did you was so despised ," said McCall. "Evfirst get so violent?" said McCall. "Il; ery child starts out the same — Hiswas not instantaneous; it was a panic, blackor white—they7 re filled
with optimism . . . they look for
learned behavior."
McCallsaid problcmsstcmming verification of what they can be, but
from racism are a determining fac- when black children look in their
tor in thc violence that dogs thc see MCCALL on page 6

Airing it out
Police watching for spe eders

WMHB gears up f o r another broadcasting year

Noct urnal
Emission ™
off t he air

Police will be increasing patrols on Mayflower Hill and Washington
Street due to complaints of speeding cars, according to Dean of the
College Earl Smith. The Waterville Safety Council and the Waterville
Police Department have been receiving complaints about speeders since
the semester has started.
Smith said that there is cause for concern due to the many young
children on both routes, especially on Washington Street.(E.H.)

BY JONATHAN CANNON
News Editor

E nviron mentalists begin year
The Colby Environmental Council is working to make Colby a more
environmentally sound campus, according to co-chair Gwynne Rogers
'97.
Rogers, along with co-chairs Victoria Antonino '97 and Joshua Morris
'96, said they are enthusiastic about the size of this year's organization.
Over " 160 students expressed interest in the Council at the Student
Activities Fair, said Rogers.
"It looks much stronger than last year," said Morris. "We are looking
forward to a lot of action and activities."
These activities include arranging speakers and conducting an environmental audit of the dining halls. The Council is also planning a tri p
to the coast on Oct. 8, National Coastal Clean-up Day, to hel p clean
Maine's coastlines. Also, they are selling refillable, environmentally
friendly wooden pens at the Bookstore. (J.B.)

Sp otlight s come down the Hill
Students, faculty and staff will no longer have to trudge up the hill to
Lorimer Chapel to hear the Spotlight Lecture. From now on, all events
will take place in the Page Commons Room in the Student Center.
"This is a more centrally located spot," said Dean of Students Janice
Kassman. "We're more likely to have drop-ins."
'This way,someone might happen across an interesting Spotli ght,"
she said.
This move is not related to objections raised two years ago about
holding non-secular,all-college events in the chapel, which is associated
with Christianity because of the steeple cross.
"This is purely practical," said Kassman. "We're bringing lectures to
where the people are." (J.C.)

Reggae Fest ju dged a success
Spirits were high among Colby's Student Association (Stu-A) leaders
despite lowattendanceattheScpt.10 "One Love" Reggae Fest held at the
Gould Music Shell.
"Althoug h we don't have exact figures yet, it was not that big of a
loss," said Stu-A Treasurer Marc Rubin '95. "We didn't make money,but
we didn 't lose much either."
Rubin cited rain as a reason for poor attendance at the concert.
"We didn't get the turnout we expected because of the rain," he said .
"But the main positive is that the people who were there had a great
time."
Stu-A Vice President Josh Woodfork '97 agreed with Rubin, claiming
theattendanceat "One Love" would have been higher if the weather had
been better.
"It's too bad the weather was so inclement," said Wood fork . 'The
bands there were unbelievable. "
"Stu-A has themoney tospend on studentenjoyment,"said Woodfork .
He judged the concert a success because "the people who did go had a
lot of fun." (C.M.G.)

Creations by and for...
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Echo p hoto by Amy Rzeznikiewicz
John Howe '96 and Casey Swan '96 kick back in the WMHB
office.
A), however. Howe attributed this
to a lack of respect WMHB receives
Contributing Writer
from Colby.
Howe sees students and comManagement at WMHB, the radio station serving both Colby and munity members denied shows this
the Waterville community, said it semester complaining to Stu-A as a
wishes to make the station more symptom of the lack of respect.
"[It's like] workers not hired by
visible and usef ul on campus this
a
company
going over the head of
semester.
Through a new line-up, new stu- the personnel department and comdio equipment and a plan to allow plaining to the head of the comColby clubs and organizations to pany," said Howe.
Community members often have
utilize the station, WMHB plans to
more
experience and put on more
encourage more campus involvement and activity, according to Sta- professional shows, said Howe, in
tion General Manager Jonathan response to student complaints that
community members received an
Howe '96.
Howe says he has suggested unfair amount of time slots. Station
having organizations and clubs management gives 25 percent of the
record information and announce- slots (33 percent of the hour s) to
ments for broadcast. He claims that community members.
WMHB is partially funded by
this idea has received littl e support
from the Student Association (Stu- see WMHB on page 6

BY KEVIN LEAHY

Nocturnal Emission™, perhaps the best known of all WMHB
programs la,st year, will not be on
the air this fall.
"It's dead. It's no more," said
co-host Paul Fontana '96. "I'm sad
I'm not doing radio. It's a little like
losing a perfect girlfriend."
"I'm pretty upset, too," said
co-host Ezra Fowler '96. "I'm feeling a little dejected and disrespected."
The show was not renewed for
this fall due to petty internal politics, according to the dispossessed
hosts. Fontana lost a heated race
last year to rival Jonathan Howe
'96 for station manager. After the
election, "the general sentiment
with the executive board was that
we weren'tgoingtohavea show,"
said Fowler.
"They claim we weren't well
behaved," said Fontana. "But last
year we didn't have a single DJ
warning. This is a clear and obvious abuse of power."
"We screwed up/' said Howe.
"We should have sent out warnings. Their conduct wasn't appropriate,and we can't afford to have
them on 'the air."
see NOCTURNALon page 6

( J \ Metric Motors lnc\
There are hundreds of AmericanInternational schools around the world
seeking graduating seniors and recent
graduates to fill teaching or teacher-Intern
positions tor September,1995. SEARCH
ASSOCIATES has recently placed more
than three hundred candidates in such
positions. American-International schools
closely resemble outstanding U.S. public
and independent schools with strong
college prep programs, high academic
standards, wonderful students and very
supportive parents. If you are Interested in
exploring these exciting opportunities,
SEARCH ASSOCIATES will be conducting
a workshop, Saturday, October 22, 1994,
to be followed by individual interviews if
desired. For In forma tion, send a current
resume and a stamped self-addressed
envelope as soon as possible to SEARCH
ASSOCIATES, P.O. Box 636, Dallas , PA
18612,U.S.A.
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Living off the Hill:Colby students vie to live off-campus
BY E. M. DUGGAN
Features Editor

When room draw approaches
each spring, there is a group of students who could not care less about
getting a good room on campus.
This group of students, on the
other hand, is focused on spending
their senior year off-campus.
The amount of students who
desire to live off-campus warrant
their own lottery . What makes the
privilege of living off-campus so
desirable?
"I petitioned to get off-campus
because I didn't want to be an educator of the simp le race problems
that go on around here, both subtle
and very direct," said Crci ghton
McDonald '95, who lives on Hi gh
Street.
"I have problems with Colby,"
said McDonald . "Most people are
the same, very monotonous. There's
not much diversity, although the
school claims there is."
"Many students said that they
wa n ted go get away from the immaturity," said Paul Johnston, dean
of housing. "They had gone abroad
and had grown up, and they were at
a point now where they no longer
wished to be subjected to all the
abuse of alcohol drinking that goes
on in the dorms. They don't want to
be near the loud parties, they don't
want to be around people who run
up and down the halls a{ all hours of
the night screaming for no apparent
reason."
Much of the input that Johnston
received has come from a survey
conducted over the summer of last
yea r's off-campus residents. Although the survey has not been officially tallied , some of the deans
have already looked at it and found
many commonalties.
"What we found was not so
much a dissatisfaction with resi-

dence halls, but more a maturation," said Janice Kassman, dean
of students.
Earl Smith, dean of the college,
said that the survey will be used as
part of a ten-year evaluation of the
residence halls at Colby. Smith said
he hopes the evaluation will give
the College some ideas for improvements in residential living.
Smith said that on-campus
apartments have been discussed,
but a decision will not be made for
a few years.
Otherreasons for living off-ca mpus are the financial benefits (it can
be significantly less expensive than
living in the residence halls on campus) and the dietary flexibility that
accompanies the responsibility of
meal preparation. According to
Johnston, in the past many people
used the cooking freedom to enhance a vegetarian diet.
"I like living off-campus because of the diversity in cuisine,"
said Foster Klug '95, whose house
is on Western Ave. in Waterville.
"At my house alone we have Mexican, Italian and Eastern Mass. It
doesn't get any better than that."
Getting off-campus is no easy
task. Many times students who
wish to leave are denied. The process starts a few weeks before the
all-campus room draw lottery.
Johnston sits in the Student Center, and students who wish to be
considered for off-campus sign up
with him. Lottery numbers are then
assigned, and the students with the
best nurfibers fill up all positions,
except for ten. The last ten are left
open for petitions.Because the room
draw lottery is arranged by class
year, with seniors taking priority,
primarily seniors receive the nonpetitioned spots.
Johnston reads the final ten petitions to a committee of students,
who then decide which students fill
the final off-campus spaces. Names

Echo p hoto by J ennifer Alwood

Keith Stockman , Jon Bowden and Crei ghton McDonald (all e95) relax at their house on High
Street in Waterville.
and class years are not provided to
thecommittee, said Johnston,so any
student could conceivably get an
off-campus spot iftheymadea good
case for themselves.
The number of students living
off-campus varies , every year, according to Johnston, and is based oh
enrollment.
"If 1750 students enroll and we
r''
can only.house 1600, 150 can live
off-campus. However if only J 710
enroll, the number off-campus decreases."The college's primary concern is filling all the beds, said
Johnston.

There is a down side that accompanies living outside the Colby
bubble. Over the summer, Josh
Eckel, '94, assistant director oi student activities and a Colby graduate who lived off-campus, sent a
letter to all students who are living
off-campus this year. The letter
pointed out some of the new responsibilities acquired with a private residence. One major difference between dorms and a house is
the course of action taken when
neighbors are disturbed . At Colby,
an RA will most likely p lead with
residents and at the very worst call

security.
Nei ghbors out in the community, however, may not ask you personally to be quiet and will call the
police. When the police come, if there
is alcohol, a whole new set of responsibilities are introduced. So for
some Colby students, staying on
campus is fine with them.
"Afterasummcr ofliving on my
own, I don 't want to have to deal
with bills and cleaning and buying
food ," said Ryan Hastings '95, who
lives on-campus. "Besides, I'm going to live off-campus for the rest of
my lifeanyway. "Q
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Outing club offers everything hut socks
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BY MARIANA UPMEYER
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Contributing Writer

If you are yearning for more time
in the outdoors or want to explore
Maine, the Colby Outing Club mi ght
be for you.
The Colby Outing Club (C.O.C.)
boasts the largest membership of
any club on campus, according to
Outing Club President Jed
Dunkcrlcy '95. The club presently
boasts close to 200 members, and
membershi p typically increases second semester, said Dunkerley . A pproximately 100 people a year go on
an Outing Club sponsored trip, and
the sign-up sheets for thc tri ps typically fill up within an hour, according to club officials.
So far this year there has been at
least one tri p out every weekend,
said Dunkcrlcy. These tri ps are
meant for anyone who wants to exp lore the outdoors, regardless of
experience. The leaders are typicall y
officers, according to Dunkerley,
and have medical experience (such
as first respondcr) and are familiar
with the area they are visiting. With
these qualifications , almost anyone
who wants to lead a tri p is able to.
An Outing Club membership
costs ten dollars for a semester or
$15 for the year, and includes the
unlimited use of all Outing Club
equipment from canoes to spice kits.
This enables members to go out even
when there are no trips planned.
Students with their own equipment can go on a C.O.C. trip without a membership. Besides providing members with the equipment
thev need for a trip, the Club also
arranges transportation in rental
vans to and from outing sites, according to Molly Strattori '97, a
C.O.C. officer. Stratton said although vans are provided , thc club
is encouraging personal car use to
cut the cost of the trips.
The money for the trips comes
from a budget allotted to the Outing
Club from the Student Association.
Leftover money, as well as funds
that are set aside, arc used to buy
more gear, according to Stratton.
Thc Outing Club also covers the
costs o f tent si tcs, ga tc fees a nd other
related expenses incurred on trips.
Meals are taken care of by the dining services — meals credits arc
signed away, and the dining halls
prepare food.
The number and type of thc trips
depend on the interest expressed by
members at the weekly club mcct-
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The Communications Department
has several positions available for the
1994*95 academic year.
.
? , ? ? .
The Office of Communications is looking for
student workers who have an eye for detail ,
working knowledge of the Mac, an ability to
manage challenging projects from start to finish
and excellent interpersonal skills. If you or
anyone you know actually meets these lofty
qualifications, WE WANT TO KNOW YOU.
You would assist the Communications staff in
preparing mass press releases, data entry and a
variety of clerical tasks.
? ? ?
To inquire, call Anestes at extension 3225
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Photo cou r tesy of M att Kuchar

Members of the Outing Club hike up Mt. Katahdin.
ings. Canoeing, kayaki ng, snow
shoeing, mountain biking and hiking are examples of trip activities.
Dunkerley said he would like to
plan a bike trip on Deer Isle or Isle
Au Haute.
"We 11 support anything —
within reason," said C.O.C. Vice
President Josh Fishkin '96, about
suggestions for different trips.
Besides participating in organized tri ps, anyone can peruse trail
maps and takeoff on their own personal outing. Tri p logs, which include ti ps about how to approach
specific trips and what to bring
along, are also available.
The Outing Club owns a cabin
on Great Pond, which is about a 20minute drive from campus.
"It 's a good place to go just to get
off-campus for awhile ," said
Dunkerley. A night 's stay at the
cabin costs five dollars per person.
Stratton , the official cabin manager,
said she acts as a liaison between the
administration and the Outing Club
on the cabin , since there has been

talk about shutting it down.
The Outing Club plans to join
forces with the Environmental
Council on Oct. 8 for National
Coastal Clean-up Day, sa id
Dunkerley. Hope Serraino, '97 , the
C.O.C. secretary, hopes to form a
group of Club members to improve
the trails and update theguidebook
to Colby's arboretum. The Outing
Club is also organizing a gear swap
in which students and the club will
be able to buy, sell and trade all
kinds of camping gear.
Although the activism of the club
depends mainl y on the initiative of
the members, all serious plans will
be supported and all details will be
taken care of by the club. A club
membership sets you up with everything you need for an adventure
in the wild . Except for one thing.
You can t rent socks," said
Dunkerley.
Meetings take place every Monday night at 7 p.m., and the office
hours are weeknights from 6 to 7
p.m.Q
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import beers Central Maine
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'S DISCOUNT BEVERAGES

52 Front St. Waterville, ME

From $33-$79
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Open Seven Days A Week 5:30am - 2:00pm
Benton Avenue , Wins low Bear left after the Winslow bridge- then 3 miles
ahead on the left

;
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|Specials j
Monday—Two eggs , bacon , homefries & toast
Tuesday—Three buttermilk pancakes & sausage
Wednsday-Cheese omelette, homefries & toast
Thursday-Short Stack blueberry pancakes & bacon
Friday
Bagel sandwich with homefries
Saturday-French toast & sausage
Sunday-—Ham & Cheese omelette with homefries
*Spccials include coffc or tea
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BONNIE'S DINER
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I Keystone and Keystone Dry :
•
Suitcase and
•
* Milwaukee 's Best Light Suitcase.

Get off the Hill for a Homecooked Breakfast at:
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CLOTHING # SPORTING GOODS
Main St • Fairfield
453-9756
Mon.-Tlmrs. & Sat. 9-5, Fri. 9-5
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A Week in the Life of Colby
The E cho's newest staff p hotographers were each given one week to capture
images that they thought portrayed life at Colby. Here 's what they came up
with ...

MCCALL, continued fromp age 1
homes, all they see are shattered
hopes."
Curry related this to a search for
role models in today's world.
"It's hard to have role models in
today's world because they all get
shot down," said Curry. "You've
got O.J., then, bang, he's down .
You've got Michael Jordan, then,
bang, he's down too."
McCall emphasized the power
of perception as a shaping force in
youngsters' lives, regardless of skin
color. "Sometimes, perception can
be just as powerful as reality," he
said.
"If you feel like you're a nobody,
then you can 't ruin a future you
don't have. Whenever I looked into
my future, all I saw was a black
hole."
"The first and most natural reaction to feeling despised is to feel
rejected and hurt,"said McCall. "It's
considered unmasculine to show
pain, and you slowly turn your pai n
outward . I learned to send all that
hatred right back into the world."
"Look at black-on-black , violence," said McCall. "It stems from
a self-hatred, and peop le take out
their self-hatred on themselves."
Curry found parallels in his life,
as well. "Sometimes I feel like I'm

WMHB , continued f rom p age 2

an egg," said Curry . "Sometimes
you have to be hard-boiled . You
can't let anyone get to you, but
they're times when you're sensitive, frag ile-to-the-touch — especially when it comes to issues like
black-on-black violence."
Sentenced to twelve years for
shooting a man, McCall found inspiration in prison from fellow inmates and Richard Wright's novel
Native Son.
"It helped me understand . . .
once I realized, I was driven by selfhatred, I read about self-love," said
McCall.
"In short, I tapped into the potential that was always there," said
McCall. "I got a second chance."
McCall said the recent political
climate, from the Reagan-Bush era
to the passage of the latest "get
tough" crimebill, is evidence of not
giving blacks a second chance by
misdiagnosing the problem. When
patients have a heart problem, you
don 't give them medicine for their
lungs, said McCall.
When Jennifer Capriati was
caught using drugs, she was not
blamed, according to McCall. 'The
tennis officials said , 'maybe it's us
in the tennis society who have done
this to her/ " said McCall. "But fox

NOCTURNAL, continued f r o n tpa ge 2

most others what we see is politicians pushing for trying them as
adults or the death penalty for
younger people," said McCall.
Bringing the issue of race closer
to a predominantly white college
campu s, McCall addressed the issue of the multicultural housing
proposal in an interview with the
Echo.
"\ think it's a great idea, especially if it's open to everybody,"
said McCall. "It certainly doesn't
sound like it's going to be a strict] y
black dormitory, and people should
at least be open to the idea."
Curry said he agrees with
McCall. "The multicult ura l hou se is
a perceived threat to the happiness
of so many Colby students," said
Curry. "We need to learn to take a
step back and really look at things
from a different perspective."
"You have a world of whiteness,
no matter how you look at it, at
Colby," said Curry. "People are
complaining about the dining hall
food when other people are talking
about their lives."
"All of you, here, have a vested
interest in not writing off a generation of youngsters," said McCall.
"Nobod y can do everything, but
everybody can do something."Q

the town and local businesses. While
most of the money for its operation
comes from the Stu-A club budget,
the town of Waterville gives the
station $2,000 each year for the
broadcast of high school sports. The
station also receives between $2,500
and $3,000 per semester in underwriting from local businesses such
as Al Shell's Pawn Shop and Big
G's.
The musical focus of the station
will remain largely the same. It will
continue to stress a mix of alternative rock, blues and folk. Techo will
be featured more in the lineup than
last year.
Several new shows have been
added to the WMHB line up this
semester. Among them is a radio
theater show hosted by Michael
Daisey '95 and Scott Cole '95, called
"Radio Show." Daisey says the pro-

gram will feature live radio playsby
such authors as David Mamet ,
Samuel Beckett and Harold Pinter.
"Radio Show" will also feature student work as well as discussion of
new films and plays.
Included in the new line-up is a
gay and lesbian oriented program
hosted by Sarah Morgan '96and]ef i
Dunlap '96 called "Friends of Doroth y." According to Morga n ,
"Friends of Dorothy" will feature a
mixof techno, gothand metal.Other
programs in the making include a
sports talk show, a comedy show
and a spoken word program hosted
by Dina Pftster-Mandes '96.
"The show is the best intersection between Colby and the town of
Waterville," said Casey Swan '96,
assistant general manager of
WMHB.Q
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^ Monday night 7pm beginners tourn ament !
il
Normally, the hosts interviewed came a registered trademark last past ten years," said Fontana.
I
(Cash prizes) $7 entry fee
i
Jl
"The station will suffer" for not j
guests on the air, often asking un- year.
In addition, Fowler and Fontana having Nocturnal Emission ™, j 14.1 Airport Rd., Waterville , ME 04901
usual and irreverent questions.
207-877-7665
claimed Fontana. "The Colby camGuests often included administra - heavily advertised the show.
"I've done more advertising for pus will be a little less happy on
tors, staff , and faculty. The show's
ti tle "Nocturnal Emission™" be- the station than they've done in the Thursday ni ghts."Q
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Student Center

Sign ups in the Student Center Friday afternoon
NO CASH AT THE DOOR
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PLEASE REMEMBER TO CAST YOUR VOTE AT THE STUDENT
OPINION POLL NEXT WEDNESDAY

Next week's topic:

SMOKING
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Arts and Entertainment

D&A Billiards flaunts warehouse appeal Colby

qu artet
j azzes up
Waterville

BY ERIKA TROSETH
A & E Editor

The building doesn't look like
much. With shabby white outside
walls, it looks more like an abandoned warehouse than a place of
business. But just inside the front
door a large color television blares
fro m the counter, and Troy Hood's
dog, Princess, rests on the couch
nearby. Hood has worked at D & A
Billiard s at 93 College Avenue for
just over three years, but the place
has been in business for thirty.
Hood frequented the lounge often before he became an employee.
He has nothing but praises for
Nanou Lessard, his boss.
"She really likes kids and likes
giving them a good place to hang
out. She's just a wonderful lady."
Lessard bought the lounge 21 years
ago, shortly after she left her home
in Paris. France and moved to the
U.S.
There are five pool tables at D &
A, plus several lonely and brokendown video game machines. At a
small counter, standard American
food is served,and a small selection
of beers are available. There is no
smoking at the table nearest the
door, but other than that, D & A is a
smoking establishment. Large turquoise ash trays rest near the remaining tables creating a lovely contrast
with the dusty pale blue floor. It is
an interior decorator's dream come
true.
Two of the clocks don't work,
which my pool partner and I figured out after we realized it had

¦¦

BY ALLISON MATHIAS
AND CARRIE HAIGHT
Contributing Writers

Erin Duggan '97 prepares to sink her shot at D&A Billiards
been five minutes to eight for a little
bit too long. Just pay attention to the
clock by the door, which works perfectly well and measures the hours
with assorted pool balls. The CD
jukebox was in full swing when I
was there, and my partner and I
listened to our fair share of AC/DC
tunes.

My partner is a more skilled pool
layer
than I, so I had extra time in
p
between turns to carefully review
the "Billiards Etiquette" cartoon
tacked neatly to the wall. I didn't
learn very many new tips concerning politeness,but the entertainment
value was fair enough.
D & A was reluctant to give busi-

Echo photo by J ennifer Atwood
ness hours. Hood said that Lessard
"ju st knows when it will be busy
and when it won't." Lessard said
the lounge is open seven days a
week, but that for now "we won't
open before 1p.m. or 2 p.m. It is still
too nice outside."Evenings are generally a safe bet to check out the
scene at D & A.Q

Another Kara te Kid upstaged by Hoyt's video games
Nelsons. "Dhalsim" got the tar bea t
out of him. Charlie claims his joystick wasn't working. But all this
karate combat did get the two of us
warmed up for the feature presentation.
Production problems plagued
Another Karate Kid from the beginning. First off, Ralph Machio,who is
._________¦«
well-past adolescence, refused a
fourth stab as
Daniel Laruso ,
the skinny Italian
kid from Newark
who moves to California to try and
escape the horrors of puberty. His
ga wkiness follows, but despite this,
hedoes manage to get a black belt in
karate, which was abou t as well
deserved as Elvis'.
However, Noriyuki "Pat"Morita,
fresh from his Colgate Wisdom Tooth
stint,signcd on foranothergo 'roun d
as the spry, sagacious, sake-loving
Mr. Miyagi. As always, Miyagi
abounds in aphoristic wisdom, and

all thc while he refuses to use a single
article in his speech. Somehow Mr.
Miyagi's Eng lish seems to have deteriorated as the series progressed ,
but that didn 't stop the old rascal
from reciting a deluge of nonsensical proverbs, such as "he who sit on
pin bound to rise up."
A lot of people might think that
this latest installment in the Karate Kid series
might not have
found anything
new to work
with .And they'd beabsolutely right.
But the one innovation this time is
thatDaniel-SanisaJulic-San.That's
right, M iyagi 's new pupil is a girl,
living in the Boston area. But otherw ise you've heard this story before
...brooding, surly t eenager befr ien d s
i njured h awk, gets picked on by
militant, fascist regime which domina tes sch ool an d get sher suspend ed,
joins forces with wisdom-spouting
sensei, follows him to Buddhist

monastery ("Miyagi have friend
in Newton"), gets a crash course in
karate, returnsrefreshed and ready
to deal with bungee j umping bad
guys who leap from gymnasium
rafters at the senior prom. And
along the way, we see four monastery monks hitch up the VW bus to
go bowling (we're not kidding
about this), giving the picture a
Buddhist-Sister Act theme.
On t he whole, Another Karate
Kid su ffers fr om Jawssyn d rome,
in that the first movie T.ias success
wit h an original \dcu, t he sequel
sloughs off a bit but still makes
some m oney, then 3-D movies
come out, so the producers think
"what the hey, let' s ma ke on e of
those." Finally, someone at the
movie-mogul club loses a bet and
has to make a four th on e, pray ing
the picture will go straight to video.
In one month's time, no one w ill
know Another Ka ra te Kid was ever
in theatcrs.Q

Thc second person to tell mc
BY JASON REIFLER
about the Jesus and Mary Chain
(and the first to play something for
Contributing Writer
m e) was a good
The f i rst person t o ever t ell m e frien d of m i n e
about the Jesus and Mary Cha i n from Seattle. The
described a concert he saw. They al b um
she
didn 't face the audience, the sound p l a y e d ,
was completel y feedback drenched Dar k lands , was
and they only played for 15 min- very melodic and slow. It didn t
utes. He also swore emphatically seem anything like t he d escr i pti on
that it was the best concert he had of the concert at all.
ever seen.
The Jesus and Mary Chain has

always straddled the line between
noise and melody. Their latest release, however, S toned and Dethroned
(American), falls
squarely i n t o thc
melody category.
The firstmajordifference wit h previous JAMC albums is tho consistent use of acoustic guitars. The rhythm tracks on all
t he songs are played a t least in par t
vyith the acoustics. The rhythm

tracks also have electric guitar overdubbed on the acoustic,creating an
effect similar to the Lemonheads on
It 's a S ha me A bout Ray or REM 's
"Drive."
The second di fference is t h e use
of a real drumm er inst ea d of a d rum
machine. The interesting twist they
pu t on this change is that the drummer trios to sound like a drum machine. This may seem counter intuitive, bu t i t works ex t remely well
see STONED on page 9

BY CHARLES FOLEY AND
JOSH RADOFF
Contributing Writers

There aren't many theaters in
Maine that would carry such an allstar lineup as Hoy t's Cinema; Andre
theSeal and Another Karate Kid a t the
same time. Man alive! We arrived
early enoug h to beat the crowd and
to try out "Street Fighter II,"a video
game sho wcasingcombatants from
all over thc globe. It 's kind of like
the "Kumitc "in Bloodsp or t,thcl9S9
film which propelled beefy Bel gian
bohunk Jea n Luc Picard into martial arts movie stardom. We chose
"Dhalsim," a limber Indian who
could throw his arms and legs out
of socket to attack, an d "Vega," a
skinny Spaniard who had claw-like
castanets and a Hannibal
Lcctcrcsquc mask. The mask was
intimidating until ho removed it at
the end of the match, and wc found
out he looked like one of the

¦¦'

Waterville's own You Know
Whose Pub welcomed the Caleb
Mason Quartet Sept. 17. The fourman jazz ensemble is comprised of
Caleb Mason '95 ,Ted Weil '96, Pete
Luber '96 and Art McDonnell of the
University of Maine in Augusta.
This Colby-born jazz band performs classic jazz in the style of the
great jazz artists of the 1950's, like
Charlie Parker and Thelonius Monk.
The group also plays original compositions, but "no rock and roll!"
says Mason, the band pianist.
Mason and guitarist Luber have
been jammin g together for three
years. Unfazed , the name of their
previous band , included professor
of psychology Bill Klein on saxop hone. Due to Klein's departure to
take a sabbatica l in New Jersey, the
band has acquired new members
and a new name.
We had the chance to visit "You
Know Whose," and witness this
musical phenomenon ourselves.
The comfortable atmosphere of the
pub combined with cool jazz made
for an enjoya ble evening. The band
performed several sets and played
original compositions, written by
Mason, along with old favori tes
such as "Take Five."
Theband attracted quite a crowd
as loyal "Quartet" fans filed through
the doorway. Colby students enthusiastically showed their support,
along with members of the faculty.
All four musicians demonstrated
their talent collectively and in solos.
Crowd pleasers included guitarist
Lu ber jamm i ng on h i s gu it ar, along
w it h Mason d anc i ng in between
passionate piano passages.
The Caleb Mason Quartet will
be perform ing regular ly th roughou t t he semes te r a t You Know
Whose on Saturday nights. A three
d ollar min imum is required t o get
in the door, wh ich includes one free
beverage an d a plate of excellent
nachos. "You Know Whose"prides
itself on serving Maine-made beer
and wine. So if you love jazz and are
looking for a fun , comfortable atmosphere off-campus, hea d down
to You Know Whose an d enjoy t he

show. ?

Acoustic guitars help produce melancholic Stoned and Dethroned

MacLab provides
9
"Strange Interactions '
i

Jl ^

J_-T
BY MIKE BOMBARDIERI
AND DREW MATUS
Contributing Writers .

The Shipyard Blue Fin Stout
*
*
* l!2 out of5 *'s
Kennebunkport Brewing Co.,
Kennebunk and Portland , Maine
For more information call (800)BREW ALE or 273-9253
Boththe Stout and theAleare available atjoka's in six-packs and 22 ounce
bottles
If you are looking for a beer with
a str ong, clear taste , this is it. However , the taste is tha t of mesquite.
This is a good beer to have when
you want to curl up next to a crackling fire and you have no fire . This
ain ' t no sippin' beer. Notwithstanding, it goes down well and is not
harsh or bitter. It is too strong to
have with a full meal,but goes down
well with pungent snacks and tidbits.
The Shipyard Export Ale
¦k*1/2 out of' 5 *'s.
Kennebunk port Brewing Co.,
Kennebunk and Portland , Main e
The texture of thc Export Ale
was very good and very smooth.
Un fortunatel y, the Export Ale con-

i
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BY DAVID BERNER
Contributing Writer

Next time you happen to be in the MacLab , typing
a pap er or using Excel, open up NCSA Mosaic (in the
A pple menu) and check out some of the incredible
images you can access throu gh the internet. There are
drawings , painti ngs, computer graphics , photos , stereograms , etchings—crazy, beautifu l stuff— almost
anything you can think of, scanned in and fairl y easy
to access.
The firs t thing to do once you've got Mosaic opened
up is to select "Open URL... " in the File menu. This
will let you input your own addresses, so you can
connect to the p laces mentioned below. There are so
many things available to describe. Here's a small
sample, and you can find more on your own.
First try a relativel y small site, like the Strange
Interactions
site.
Type
"h t tp :/ /
in
ysics.wisc.edu/show.html"
(without the
amanda.ph
quotes) and click open (or press return) . This is a nice
site. It contains workin several media by John J acobsen.
His work is thoughtful , comp lex and very diverse. I
really enjoy it. Art!
see ART on p age 14

Sea Dog Brewing Co.
****l/2 out o f 5 *'s
43 Mechanic Street
Camden, ME
236-6863
The Sea Dog Brewin g
Company 's pub is set up to mimic
the hull of an old sailin g ship and is
decorated with p ictures of the
owner 's dog as well as beer casks
from around the world . The atmosphere is great, the chili and burgers
are delicious and there are six types
of Sea Dog beer (includin g
seasonals) to choose from. As an
added bonus, the pub has Anchor
Steam Beer from San Francisco on
tap . So if you are in Camden and
you want a good place to eat, try thc
Sea Dog for a "full gale of
refresh ment."Q

WMHB personalit ies t o marry on air
BY ERIKA TROSETH
A & E Editor

see MARRIAGE on page 14

11

A how-to guide
to comp uter art

tained little of a good ale's taste. In
all honesty, the Export Ale tastes
suspiciously like the Blue Fin Stout.
Shipyard Export Ale is certainl y not
one of the best Maine ales.

Ro se Beckwith , a lso k n own a s "The Record
Lady," and Richard "Major " Sp a u l d i n g , will be
married live on WMHB at 7:30 p.m. on Sept 26.
Notary Public David Malancon will p er f orm
the wedding ceremony. Beckwith has worked
as Assistant Program Director at WMHB and is
thc host of "The Real Country Show."
When asked about the radio romance,
Spaulding, who plays "old age music," said , "I
chased her until she cau ght me. "
The two have been romantically involved
since sprin g 1993. Beckwith said "we've almost
killed each other alon g the way ... but we have

i

Echo p hoto by J ennifer Merrick
Richard "Major " Spaulding and Rose Beckwith.

Worker Alterego I (Trip le Face) © 1994
John E. Jacobson

STONED, continued fro m p age 8
because they get the better sound
qualit y of real drums without thc
super mechanical feel of a dru m
machine. Thc acoustic guitar and
liv e drum combination loosen up
the songs and allow for more lead
g uitar work th a n on their la st cou p le
of albums.
The members o f the b a nd h av e
obviousl y improved their musica l
talent over prcviouscfforts. Thconc
thing I would have liked to hea r
them do is experiment a little more
with feedb'ack sounds in a mellower
context like either Yo La Tengo or
REM on Automatic for the Peop le.
As far as lyrics are concerned ,
the band sings about an emotional
landsca pe dominated by th e twin

towers of a ngst and ennui. The song
"Unhol y " opens with the verse "unhol y/ J feel sick and unhol y/ My
soul d on 't want to know me/ I' ve
been livin g like dirt." Almost all the
songs are try ing to convey similar
the mes. One exception is the last
song on the album , "Feeling L uck y."
"Feeling luck y/ I' ve been feelin g
lu cky/ I've got someone who knows
me/ and she still wants to hold me."
Yet even the happy note is tinged
with a little self-deprecation.
These are not lyrics that one is
apt to quote at a party. They do,
however , probabl y sound pr ett y
good on a cold gr ay Saturday afternoon when you just want to feel
melancholic for a couple of hours. Q

Ca lendar f or a Kvra i F lanct
ON CAMPUS:

OFF CAMPUS:

Bowdoin college
Film Studies Scries

1
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Friday

Bates College

Public Debate
All topics
Whitney Room , Roberts Union
7D
P 'm "

Pianist J ohn Kramer
,
.
ior)
senior
_ „ _
\
Sonata s by Beethoven ,
Brahm s and Iv es
Olin Arts Center Concert Hall
786-6135
Sept.
Y 2^at 8 p.m.
v

Sociology Department Film
Anchor of the Soul
Lovej oy 215
7:30 p.m.

Saturd
Bias In Compu t er Systems
Coll oquium wi t h Ba t ya Friedman
R efr eshmen t s and recep tio n
i «.,«;. .„ 215
oi k
Lovcjoy
P

P ian ist Eva V ersik
Debussy 's Reflets dans Veau and

works by Mozart , Schubert , and
Chopin
. A*+c rv»n _ m. rr _ _ vw4 h-wi
nI
Olin Ar
ts Center Concert Hall
Sept. 25 at 3 p.m.
__

Smith Auditorium
Sept. 27 at 7 p.m.
Sept. 28 at 8:30 p.m.
Not For Sissies: The Camera
As Silen t Wi t ness
Walk er Art Buildin g
Exhibit runs throug h Nov. 6

MOVIES:
Railroad Square Cinema 873-6526
Talk 16
Sept. 22 at 6:45 p.m.
Mi Vida Loca
Sept. 22 at 8:55 p.m.
Spike and Mike' s Festival Of
Animation '94
Sept. 23-26 at 7 p.m. and 9:10 p.m.
Sept. 24-25 also at 1 p.m.
Sept. 27-29 at 8:40
Hi oh Lonesome
Sept. 27-29 at 6:45

University of Maine at Orono
Chinose Vou t h Goodwill Missi on
Ch i n ese dances , music , mar t ial ar t s
and a croba t ics
„„„
„ -.„
Hu tcfrins Concert ..
Hall 581-1755
Sep t . 22 a t 7 p.m.

Stu-A Film in Lovej oy 100
In The Name Of Vie Father
Sept. 22-24 at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m.
.,... .
„ .
,
If there are events you would like inel ud ed in th is listing please cont a ct the
Colby Echo at 872-3349.
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Letters

Getting our money's worth
Colby College charges each student 2,98ft dollars per year for the
specific purpose of the costs involved in housing seventeen hundred
students.Each student is given a bed,a desk and a dresser in a room
that generally has barely enough space to accommodate its inhabitants, let alone excess furniture.
Upon further examination of Colby residence hall rooms,one will
often find cracked windows,missing window shades, furniture that
is broken and cracked and electrical wires hanging from the ceiling
without a cover for them.
What does Colby spend the money on? Parents, students,friends
and other family members work hard to be able to pay the hi gh cost
of a Colby education. Students should not be given rooms that have
broken desks and chairs, or spiders nesting in the corner of the
ceiling. The college is not giving us a place to live out of the kindness
of theirheart; wearepaying forit. And given theprice thatparents and
students pay, the state of the housing should be better than what
Colby students often have to deal with.
When May arrives, the College determines what to charge the
students for room damage. Come September, one would expect it to
be fixed. However, more often than not, it remains in disrepair. As
hall staff completes room contracts, extensive lists of pre-existing
conditions for each room are made. The windows still have not been
fixed, the hies in the floor are still chipped and the plaster is still
ripped, even though someone has paid to have it fi xed.
:i This practice is not acceptable. If the College continues to raise the
price of housing each year, it should give the student body residence
halls that are representative of the money parents and students are
putting into Colby's pocket.

WMHB needs community spirit
Despite the disappointment of both Colby students and community members who did not receive program slots for the fall semester,
WMHB's decisions should be respected as finalized and in no way
misunderstood as a campus versus community issue. WMHB receives assistance in the form of financial contributions and hours of
volunteer service from Colb y College and the Waterville community.
The efforts of these two groups combine to support WMHB. What one
can't provide, the other usually does.
Ah attempt to separate the two and assign a level of worth is
enti rely counterproductive. WMHB, like other radio stations, requires a combination of financial support,volunteer effo rts and both
wildly creative and hi ghly organizational energies. It owes its survival as a station to both long-term and short-term commitments
made by individuals who support it; WMHB would not function
without the combined efforts of the Colby and Waterville communities, and no attempt should be made to understand it in a context that
does not include both. To say that WMHB, which is the property of
Mayflower Hill Broadcasting Corporation, does or should maintain
an allegiance to one over the other is to be in error.
It is, of course, within the ri ghts of individuals involved with
WMHB to agree or disagree with decisions made by the station 's
elected representatives. No elected officia l is granted immunity to the
criticisms of his or her constituents. Most are granted common courtesies.
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ELIZABETH HERBERT, FJilor-in-Ch ief
HANNAH BEECH, Manag ing Editor

JONATHAN CANNON , News Editor
KATE CHARBONNIER , Sports Editor
JONA1TIAN KAYE , Opinions Editor
E.M. DUCCAN, Ventures Editor
ERIKA TROSETH, A & E Editor
YUHGO YAMAGUCHI , Photo Editor
DAVID MACLUAY, layout Editor
ANDY VERNON, Staff Cartoonist
VAUGHN CHAU, Ad Manager

ALISON BORNSTEIN, Asst. News Editor
RYAN MAYHUGH, Asst. Sports Editor
JENNIFER MERRICK , Asst. Photo Editor
MATT MCCU1NNESS, Business Manager
BRIAN GOLDEN, Asst. Uyout Editor
CHRIS GRIFFITH, layout Assistant
JEN SPIESS, Uyout Assistant
J ESSICA BOHN, Uyout Assistant
AIMMEE FLORES, Subscriptions Manager

The Colby Echo is a weekly newspaper published by the students of Colby College on
Thursday of each week the College is in session.
The Echo encourages letters from its readers , especially those within thc immediate
community. Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain lo a topic pertaining
to current issues al Colby. Letters are due by 8 p.m. Monday for publication thc same
week. Letters should be typed and must be signed and include an address or phone
number. If possible, please also submit letters on a 3,5 inch Macintosh disk in Microsoft
Word formal. You may also submit letters via e-mail lo 'fecho©colby.edu ".
The Echo reserves the right to edit all submissions.
The Editorials , abo ve, arc the official opinion of the paper. Opinions expressed in
individual columns, advertising and features are those of the author, not the Echo.
The Echo will make every effort possible lo prevent inaccuracy, but will not be held
responsible for errors in advertisements or articles.
For information on advertising rates, publication dales, or lo contact us about
submitting an article, please call (207) 872-3349 (x3349 on campus).

WMHB srikes back
Due to the recent flurry of criticisms I have received I write this on
behalf of WMHB Radio. Upon reflection and per-advice of Stu-A,
the Programming Department will
be offering explanations for pur decisions not reinstate former DJ's. If
you are a for mer DJ of WMHB and
were not chosen for a slot this year,
you may call x3686 and you will be
notified of the reasons for our decisions. Our initial policy was not to
disclose such information to avoid
argumentative conflicts. It is for this
reason that I stress that all decisions
are final.
Another recent criticism of the
radio station is the level of community involvement I understand and
appreciate that students contribute

approximately 85 percent of «the
money that WMHB spends each
y ear. By the same token , the
Waterville community provides us
with 15 percent of our budget and
nearly half of the many hours of
labor required to operate the station
at its present level. Removing the
community from the airwaves
would not result in a dramatic increasein student acceptances,as we
would likely choose to run fewer
hours.
Primarily, we aim to maintain
operations in accordance with our
charter and codes of conduct. It is
then our goal to maximize the benefits to the students while maintaining a positive relation with the
Waterville community. Until Stu-A

imposes on us that this will not be
our goal and they are willing to
sever such relations,our agenda will
remain as such.
Perhaps it is not the college's
goal to improve relations with our
surrounding community, as it appears few of Colby 's constituents
are willing to contribute. If that's
the case, it's time to put away our
happy-face masks and build a big
fence around the college instead.
It'syour choice;just be honest about
it.
Thanks to all the students and
community members who make
WMHB possible. Keep listening.
Jonathan Howe '96
General Manager, WMHB

Define the liberal agenda
We would like to thank Fred
Webster and Brendan Cavanaugh
for unveiling the liberal threat that
exists at Colby. It sounds very scary.
We don't like scary things.
In order to be prepared to fight
the unyielding liberals (and their
subversive attempts at undermining our spiritual well-being)we need
to know exactly what the liberal

agenda is. Unfortunately you
skipped this in your article.
I'm not exactly sure who the liberal perpetrators are or how they
are destroying the rights of conservatives, especially here at Colby.
I'm sure this omission was just a
minor oversight, and you can inform the Colby community in the
next issue of the Echo.

Unless, of course, those pesky
Liberals silence you first.
P.S. — How exactly does one
find a middle ground on issues like
homophobia, racism, and sexism?
Is it okay to hate gays, racial minorities and women just a little bit?
Jason Reifler '95

Squashing liberals at Colby
Yes, finally someone has stood
up to the intimidation of the wrongly
perceived majority and boldly stated
the truth. Let thc walls that separate
us from the "real world"come crashing down .May the trumpets sound
as we the misperceived minority
boldly stride into the light of this

new era. In glory shall we strike the misperceived majori ty.
My point being (perceptions
blows left and left and left in order
to squelch the intolerant liberals aside), why can't we have yellow
which we have mistakenl y per- cheese back at the spa .
P.S. Please keep that power vorceived as a majority.
tex
away from me!
As part of the unperceived majority, I want not to intimidate when
Peter Bennett '96
I voice my contrasting opinion to

Op inions
Student government j ust
administrative window dressing
BY JONATHAN KAYE
Opinions Editor

Last Thursday evening I participated in a debate sponsored by the
George E. Murra y Debate society.
As the Prime Minister, I was charged
with defending the resolution
"Colby 's student government is
nothing more than window dressing."
The most challenging aspect of
debate for me is having to defend an
idea which seems indefensible to
me or one to which I am ideologically adverse. Thus, because I
thought the student government has
a tremendous ability tb effect change
on our campus and is vastly more
than "window dressing," I anticipated that this was going to be a
difficult debate for me.
But as my partner and I began to
frame our arguments in the allotted
ten minutes, I realized we were going to have little difficulty proving
that Colby's student government is
little more than a facade, and I began to doubt that our opponents
could present a cogent argument in

I realized we were
going to have little
difficult y proving
that Colby 's stu dent
government is little
more than a facade.
the resolution's opposition.
Lctusexamincafewofthearguments suggesting the student
government's impotence on campus.
Taken narrowly, the term studen t government refers to Presidents'Council and Commons Council. Hero, however, student government will be used as an umbrella
term foralllegislativebodiesorcommittccs on which students serve.
The alcohol policy and the
multicultural house proposal have
recently been the two most signifi cant issues at Colby. Over the summer, Dean of Students Janice Kassman single-handedly decided to ban
all alcohol deliveries (except kegs to
registered parties). The fate of thc
multicultural house proposal will

be determined by a vote of the Trustees later this year. Thus, these two
most important decisions—although
they both made their way through
the student government — will ultimately not result from any decision
madebyanyelementof student government.
Kassman was well within her jurisdiction in making her alcohol decision, as will be the trustees in makingthcirdecisionon themulticultural
housing issue. In fact, the administration has the right to make almost
any decision they choose. Rather,
their fault lies in their deceiving students into believing that critical decisions are made by our student representatives, when thoy were not.
The College prides itself on the
fact that students sit on most committees, i his in itsel f,however, is not
indicative of any impetus of student
government. Firstl y, committees are
used more by thc ad ministration as a
method of delaying action or biding
time than of actually accomplishing
an objective. Secondly, administrators and faculty often sit on thc committees from which they receive rccu ee SCAPEGOATS on page 13
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They were, according to Regis
Sphilbin , "the fifty brightest young
j Svomen in America." They paraded
llonto stage in evening dresses and bathSing suits and smiled toothy grins that
ilwould send Crest into fits of excite||rnent.
I But underneath the glitter, glamItour and push-up bras of the Miss
vl/vmerica Pageant lies a fundamental
Question of what the purpose of the
Eontes t is. Currently, the pageant is
scra mbling to catch up with more
"Politically correct times. In an effort to
;7combat criticisms that the pageant
' obj ectifies women,
^_
the pageant has
tried to re-aim its
message. Instead of
the brainless, leggy
g irl of yesteryear,
the pageant is trying to create an image of a smart, talented young woman who, incidentally, happens to be beautiful as well.
Scoring procedures were recently
changed to reflect the new Miss
America image, each woman publiciz es h er "platform," which in 1994
ranged from incest education to
tou gher laws against child abduction.
The swimsuit competition has
been revamped and counts for less.
New regulations restrict the amount
of skin shown while wearing a swimsuit. But the fact that the competition
still remains partof the pageantpoints
to its objectification of women. The
"fifty bri ghtest young women in
America " should not be judged on
how well they can be stuffed into a
bathing suit. To do so is to trivialize
theaccomplishments of these women.
Despite the pageant's cosmetic
changes , the contest still remains a
bymbol of sexism and objectification.
jThe Miss America Pageant needs more
than a makeover. It needs more than
plastic surgery. It needs tobedeclared
ri gor mortis.
The pageant is an outdated institution , bound by the image of brainless beauties parading up and down
Atlantic City 's boardwalk. People
watch it to measure the beauties of
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America, not to hear their analyses
of the latest Haiti policy. Face it, we
all watch the Miss America Pageant
to rate this year's crop of beauties.
We make snide comments about the
gap between some contestants'front
teeth or the shape of their thi ghs.
This year 's Miss America ,
Heather Whitestone, is an accomplished 21-year-old. Born with hearing, she lost all but five percent after
a reaction to a d iphtheria-tetanus shot
when she was 18 months old . A junior accounting major at Jacksonville
State University, Whitestone plans
to become a CPA and a dance teacher.
In her ballet performance for the talent routine of the pageant,
W h i t e s t o n e 's
steps matched the
music perfectl y
despite the fact
that she cannot
hear the music
and had to count
beats in her head.
But to associate someone of Whitestone's caliber
with a pageant based on sexist premises denigrates her accomplishments. The press coverage heralds
1994 as the first year a woman with a
disability has been crowned Miss
America. In the televison promotion
clips, the narrator commented on
the pageant's "enlightened social action s" as it showed a crown lifted
toward an African-American Miss
America.
Vanessa Williams as the first African-American Miss America — or
Heather Whitestone as the first Miss
America with a disability — should
not become poster children for the
pageant to hold up as evidence of
their reformed and enlightened
ways. They are better than that.
And we as an educated groupare
better than that, too. It is time to
realize the Miss America Pageant
represents an outri ght objectification
of women. Women should not be
partially jud ged on how they fill out
a bathing suit or how they look in an
evening dress.
It is time to show the Miss
America Pageant the way to the door.
Thank you ladies and gentlemen,
but 68 years has been quite cnough.Q
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Auditions suggest homophobia
BY DAN MACCARONE
Contributing Writer

Powder and Wig held auditions
last"week for two fall productions,
one of which was The Normal Heart ,
by Larry Kramer. This play deals
heavily with topics of homosexuality and the AIDS virus. It is a powerful display of how hetero- and
homosexuals deal with the effects
of AIDS and should strike a nerve in
people when performed in November.
Though a great play, the reaction of many auditioning actors toward the idea of intimate contact
between two men was an extremely
negative one. Although these students did not have to try out for
Normal Heart, their reactions were
still uncalled for .
Many actors felt it to be beneath
them to take part in a play involving
intimacy between two men. Though
there is nothing wrong with not
auditioning for Normal Heart , it is
discomforting to think that students
would not audition because they
were uncomfortable — or worse,

scornful — of intimacy between
men. Don't they realize that two
men touching each other intimately
is a part of life for many people who
live alternative lifestyles?
Although some actors might be
unwilling or uncomfortable to perform physical contact with someone from the same gender, this
should not affect whether such acts
would be included in the play at all.
There are people who are saying
to themselves right now, "I don't
have a problem with the physical
contact. These actors deserve respect
for what they are portraying." It is
these people that have the right idea.
These are the people who embody
Colby's ideals as a fairly liberalminded institution with a group
called 'The Brid ge," where people
are able to "celebrate being lesbian,
gay or bisexual."
However, if you are thinking the
opposite, then open your mind to
what is going on around you . Read
a newspaper. There are many articles every day about homosexuals
and the growing number coming
out of the closet to fight for equality,
as well as trying to educate the rest

of the population.
The most striking thing about
the homophobia demonstrated during auditions was the avoidance of
of gayness,rather than the aversion
to having AIDS. People who have
AIDS should not be discriminated
against. Most people have grasped
this concept.
Why do people still have a problem with homosexuality ? One
anonymous friend said "Well, I
don't really have anything against
homosexuals, I guess. However,
what disgusts me is sodomy."When
asked how he felt about other contact between two men, he had no
comment. Not all homosexuals commit the act of sodomy, so that is
hardly a viable way of judging. You
cannot look at another person and
immediately know that person's
whole sexual history. After all , a
person's sex life is his or her own
business.
People must realize that all humans are created to be equal. We are
all in the same image, man or
woman. Therefore, how can one
person really be better than another?
The answer is simple: one cannot.Q
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Student
Opinion Poll , what would it be?

Jon Joys '95 and Matt Muszala '95

Lisa Carpenter '95

"On average, how many times a day do you
masturbate?"

"If you could fire one professor at Colby, who would it be?"

i

i
JJ

Na than Radcliffe '97

*\{ you had to choose bem
ll tween Phish and hackey sack,
l
| __ which would you choose?"

Er i c Han sen '97
"How sexy do you consider
yoursel f?"
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Getting our money's worth
Colby College charges each student 2,980 dollars per year for the
specific purpose of the costs involved in housing seventeen hundred
students. Each student is given a bed,a desk and a dresser in a room
that generally has barely enough space to accommodate its inhabitants, let alone excess fu rniture.
Upon further examination of Colby residence hall rooms,one will
often find cracked windows,missing window shades, furniture that
is broken and cracked and electrical wires hanging from the ceiling
without a cover for them.
What does Colby spend the money on? Parents,students,friends
and other family members work hard to be able to pay the hi gh cost
of a Colby education. Students should not be given rooms that have
broken desks and chairs, or spiders nesting in the corner of the
ceiling. The college is not giving us a place to live out of the kindness
of their heart; we are paying forit. And given theprice that parents and
students pay, the state of the housing should be better than what
Colby students often haVe to deal with.
When May arrives, the College determines what to charge the
students for room damage. Come September, one would expect it to
be fixed ; However, more often than not, it remains in disrepair. As
hall staff completes room contracts, extensive lists of pre-existing
conditions for each room are made. The windows still have not been
fixed, the tiles in the floor are still chipped and the plaster is still
ripped, even though someone has paid to have it fixed.
This practice is not acceptable. If the College continues to raise the
price of housing each year, it should give the student body residence
halls that are representative of the money parents and students are
putting into Colby's pocket.

WMHB needs community spirit
Despite the disappointment of both Colby students and community members who did not receive program slots for the fall semester,
WMHB's decisions should be respected as finalized and in no way
misunderstood as a campus versus community issue. WMHB receives assistance in the form of financial contributions and hours of
volunteer service from Colby College and the Waterville community.
The efforts of these two groups combine to support WMHB. What one
can't provide, the other usual ly does.
An attempt to separate the two and assign a level of worth is
entirely counterproductive. WMHB, like other radio stations , requires a combination of financial support,volunteer efforts and both
wildly creative and hi ghl y organizational energies. It owes its survival as a station to both long-term and short-term commitments
made by individuals who support it WMHB would not function
without the combined efforts of the Colby and Waterville communities,and no attempt should be made to understand it in a context that
does not include both. To say that WMHB, which is the property of
Mayflower Hill Broadcasting Corporation, does or should maintain
an allegiance to one over the other is to be in error.
It is, of course, within the rights of individuals involved with
WMHB to agree or disagree with decisions made by the station 's
elected representatives. No elected official is granted immunity to the
criticisms of his or her constituents. Most are granted common courtesies.
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The Colby Echo is a weekly newspaper published by the students of Colby College on
Thursday of each week the College is in session.
The Echo encourages letters from its readers, especially those within the immediate
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to curren t issues at Col by. Letters are due by 8 p.m. Monday for publ ication Ihc same
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WMHB srikes back
Due to the recent flurry of criticisms I have received I write this on
behalf of WMHB Radio. Upon reflection and per-advice of Stu-A,
the Programming Department will
be offering explanations for pur decisions not reinstate former DJ's. If
you are a former DJ of WMHB and
were not chosen for a slot this year,
you may call x3686 and you will be
notified of the reasons for our decisions. Our initial policy was not to
disclose such information to avoid
argumentative conflicts. It is for this
reason that I stress that all decisions
are final.
Another recent criticism of the
radio station is the level of community involvement. I understand and
appreciate that students contribute

approximately 85 percent of the imposes on us that this will not be
money that WMHB spends each our goal and they are willing to
year. By the same token , the sever such relations,our agenda will
Waterville community provides us remain as such.
with 15 percent of our budget and
Perhaps it is not the college's
nearly half of the many hours of goal to improve relations with our
labor required to operate the station surrounding community, as it apat its present level. Removing the pears few of Colby 's constituents
community from the airwaves are willing to contribute. If that's
would not result in a dramatic in- the case, it's time to put away our
crease in student acceptances, as we happy-face masks and build a big
would likely choose to run fewer fence around the college instead.
hours.
It's your choice; just be honest about
Primarily, we aim to maintain it.
operations in accordance with our
Thanks to all the students and
charter and codes of conduct. It is community members who make
then our goal to maximize the ben- WMHB possible. Keep listening.
efits to the students while maintaining a positive relation with the
Jonathan Howe '96
Waterville community. Until Stu-A
General Manager, WMHB

Define the liberal agenda
We would like to thank Fred
Webster and Brendan Cavanaugh
for unveiling the liberal threat that
exists at Colby. It sounds very scary.
We don't like scary things.
In order to be prepared to fi ght
the unyielding liberals (and their
subversive attempts at undermining our spiritual well-being)we need
to know exactly what the liberal

agenda is. Unfortunatel y you
skipped this in your article.
I'm not exactly sure who the liberal perpetrators are or how they
are destroying the rights of conservatives, especially here at Colby.
I'm sure this omission was just a
minor oversight, and you can inform the Colby community in the
next issue of the Echo.

Unless, of course, those pesky
Liberals silence you first.
P.S. — How exactl y does one
find a middle ground on issues like
homophobia, racism, and sexism?
Is it okay to hate gays, racial minorities and women just a little bit?
Jason Reifler '95

Squashing liberals at Colby
Yes, finall y someone has stood
up to the intimidation of the wrongly
perceived majority and boldly stated
the truth. Let thc walls that separate
us from the "real world" come crashing down. May the trumpets sound
as we the misperceived minority
boldly stride into the light of this

new era. In glory shall we strike the misperceived majority.
My point being (perceptions
blows left and left and left in order
to squelch the intolerant liberals aside), why can't we have yellow
which we have mistakenly per- cheese back at the spa.
P.S. Please keep that power vorceived as a majority.
As part of the unperceived ma- tex away fro m me!
jority, I want not to intimidate when
Peter Bennett '96
I voice my contrasting opinion to

Op inions
Student government just
administrative window dressing
BY JONATHAN KAYE
Opinions Editor

Last Thursday evening I participated in a debate sponsored by the
George E. Murray Debate society.
As the Prime Minister, I wascharged
with defending the resolution
"Colby 's student government is
nothing more than window dressing."
The most challenging aspect of
debate forme is having to defend an
idea which seems indefensible to
me or one to which I am ideologically adverse. Thus, because I
thought the student government has
a tremendous ability lb effect change
on our campus and is vastly more
than "window dressing," I anticipated that this was going to be a
difficult debate for me.
But as my partner and I began to
frame our arguments in the allotted
ten minutes, I realized we were going to have little difficulty proving
that Colby 's student government is
little more than a facade, and I began to doubt that our opponents
could present a cogent argument in

I realized we were
going to have little
difficulty proving
that Colby's stu dent
governmen t is little
more than a facade.
the resolution's opposition.
Lctusexaminca fewof thearguments suggesting the student
government's impotence on campus.
Ta ken narr owly, the term student government refers to Presidents'Council and Commons Council. Here, however, student government will be used as an umbrella
term forall legislative bodiesorcommittccs on which students serve.
The alcohol policy and the
multicultural house proposal have
recently been thc two most signifi cant issues at Colby. Over the summer, Dean of Students Janice Kassman single-handedly decided to ban
all alcohol deliveries (except kegs to
registered parties). The fate of thc
multicultural house proposal will

be determined by a vote of the Trustees later this year. Thus, these two
most importan t decisions—although
they both made their way through
the student government — will ultimately not result from any decision
made by any element of student government.
Kassman was well within her jurisdiction in making her alcohol decision, as will be thc trustees in makingthcirdecisionon themulticultural
housing issue. In fact, the administra tion has the righ t to make almost
any decision they choose. Rather,
their fault lies in their deceiving studentsintobelieving that critical decisions are made by our student representatives, when thoy were not.
Tlie College prides itself on the
fact that students sit on most committees. This in itself, however, is not
indicative of any impetus of student
government. Firstly, committees are
used more by thc ad ministration as a
method of delaying action or biding
time than of actually accomplishing
an objective. Secondly, ad ministrators and faculty often sit on thc committees from which they receive rccsee SCAPEGOATS on page 13
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Miss America
BY HANNAH BEECH
Managing Editor

They were, according to Regis
Philbin, "the fifty brightest young
women in America." They paraded
onto stage in evening dresses and bathing suits and smiled toothy grins that
would send Crest into fits of excitement.
But underneath the glitter, glamour and push-up bras of the Miss
America Pageant lies a fundamental
question of what the purpose of the
contest is. Currently, the pageant is
scra mbling to ca tch up with more
politically correct times. In an effort to
combat criticisms that the pageant
objectifies women,
the pageant has
trie d to re-aim its
message. Instead of
the brainless, leggy
g irl of yesteryear,
the pageant is trying to create an image of a smart, talented young woman who, incidentally, happens to be beautiful as well.
Scoring procedures were recently
changed to reflect the new Miss
America image, each woman publiciz es h er "platform," which in 1994
ranged from incest education to
tou gher laws against child abduction.
The swimsuit competition has
been revamped and counts for less.
N ew regu la ti ons restrict t h e a mount
of skin shown while wearing a swimsuit. But the fact that the competition
still remains part of the pageantpoints
to its objecti fication of women. The
"fifty bri gh test young women in
A merica" should not be judged on
how well they can be stuffed into a
bathing suit. To do so is to trivialize
the accomplishments of these women.
Despite the pageant's cosmetic
changes , the contest still remains a
symbol of sexism and objectification.
The Miss America Pageant needs more
than a ma keover. It needs more than
plastic surgery.It needs to bedeclared
ri gor mortis.
The pageant is an outdated institut ion , bound by the image of brainless beauties parading up and down
Atlantic City 's boa rdwalk. People
watch it to measure the beauties of

America, not to hear their analyses
of the latest Haiti policy. Face it, we
all watch the Miss America Pageant
to rate this year's crop of beauties.
We make snide comments about the
gap between some contestants'front
teeth or the shape of their thighs.
This year 's Miss America ,
Heather Whitestone, is an accomplished 21-year-old.Born with hearing, she lost all but five percent after
a reaction to a diphtheria-tetanus shot
when she was 18 months old . A junior accounting major at Jacksonville
State University, Whitestone plans
to become a CPA and a dance teacher.
In her ballet performance for the talent routine of the pageant,
W h i t e s t o n e 's
steps matched the
music perfectl y
despite the fact
that she cannot
hear the music
and had to count
beats in her head.
But to associate someone of Whitestone's caliber
with a pageant based on sexist premises denigrates her accomplishments. The press coverage heralds
1994 as the first year a woman with a
disability has been crowned Miss
America. In the televison promotion
clips, the narrator commented on
the pageant's "enlightened social actions" as it showed a crown lifted
toward an African-American Miss
America.
Vanessa Williams as the first African-American Miss America — or
Heather Whitestone as the first Miss
America with a disability — should
not become poster children for the
pageant to hold up as evidence of
their reformed and enli ghtened
ways. They are better than that.
And we as an educated group are
better than that, too. It is time to
realize the Miss America Pageant
representsan outright objectification
of women. Women should not be
partially jud ged on how they fill out
a bathing suit or how they look in an
evening dress.
It is time to show the Miss
America Pageantthe way to the door.
Thank you ladies and gentlemen,
but68 yearshasbeenquitccnoug h.Q
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Auditions suggest homophobia
BY DAN MACCARONE
Contributing Writer

Powder and Wig held auditions
last"week for two fall productions,
one of which was The Normal Heart ,
by Larry Kramer. This play deals
heavily with topics of homosexuality and the AIDS virus. It is a powerful display , of how hetero- and
homosexuals deal with the effects
of AIDS and should strike a nerve in
peoplewhen performed in November.
Though a great play, the reaction of many auditioning actors toward the idea of intimate contact
between two men was an extremely
negative one. Although these students did not have to try out for
Normal Heart , their reactions were
still uncalled for.
Many actors fel t it to be beneath
them to take part in a play involving
intimacy between two men. Though
there is nothing wrong with not
auditioning for Normal Heart, it is
discomforting to think that students
would not audition because they
were uncomfortable — or worse,

scornful — of intimacy between
men. Don't they realize that two
men touching each other intimately
is a part of life for many people who
live alternative lifestyles?
Although some actors might be
unwilling or uncomfortable to perform physical contact with someone from the same gender, this
should not affec t whether such acts
would be included in the play at all.
There are people who are saying
to themselves right now, "I don't
have a problem with the physical
contact. These actors deserve respect
for what they are portraying." It is
these people that have the right idea.
These are the people who embody
Colby's ideals as a fairly liberalminded institution with a group
called "The Bridge," where people
are able to "celebrate being lesbian,
gay or bisexual."
However,if you are thinking the
opposite, then open your mind to
what is going on around you. Read
a newspaper. There are many articles every day about homosexuals
and the growing number coming
out of the closet to fight for equality,
as well as trying to educate the rest

of the population.
The most striking thing about
the homophobia demonstrated during auditions was the avoidance of
of gayness, rather than the aversion
to having AIDS. People who have
AIDS should not be discriminated
against. Most people have grasped
this concept.
Wh y do people still ha ve a problem with homosexuality? One
anonymous friend said "Well, I
don't really have anything against
homosexuals, I guess. However,
what disgusts me is sodomy."When
asked how he felt about other contact between two men, he had no
comment.Notall homosexuals commit the act of sodomy, so that is
hardly a viable way of jud ging. You
cannot look at another person and
immediately know that person's
whole sexual history. After all, a
person's sex life is his or her own
business.
People must realize that all humans are created to be equal. We are
all in the same image, man or
woman. Therefore, how can one
person really be better than another?
The answer is simp le: one cannot.Q

If you could ask any question for an Student
Opinion Poll, what would it be?
Jon Joys '95 and Matt Muszala '95

Lisa Carpenter '95

"On aver a ge, how many times a day do you
masturbate?"

Nathan Radcliffo '97

I

"If you had to choose between Phish and hackey sack,
which would you choose?"

"If you could fire ono professor at Colby, who would it be?"

Er ic Hansen '97
"How sexy do you consider
yourself?"

Op inions
Call t hem freshmen Mult icultural house
would negat e reasons
for attending Colby

are firs t-year college students , so if we re goBY BRIAN A. MILLER
ing to chan ge the terminolo gy, let 's a t leas t be
Contributing Wri ter
a ccura t e and call t h em "firs t-year college studen ts. "
Poli tically correct chan ges in our everySecond , wha t about transfer students? You
day lan gua ge have always been difficult to can be a "firs t-year " a t Colby and a freshman ,
swall ow, and som ehow we manage to ram sophomor e, juni or, or seni or . If "firs t-year "
m ost of t hem down a n d k eep t h e foolish grins app lies to one, it should app ly to all. You can 't
off our faces.
have your cake and eat it too. Either make it
But not this one. The practice of referrin g first- , second-, third -, and four th-yea r stuto memb ers of t he fr eshman cl a ss a t Colby dents , or freshm en , soph omores , juni ors, and
(this year , th e Class of
seniors.
'98) as "first-year stuThird , it 's too verdents " is takin g politiWhen innocuous words b ose and ju st pla in
cal correctness a bit too
awkward to say. Save
like
"freshman
come
"
far. The insatiable
your breath for someunder fire , we need to
quest to remove thc
thin g more important.
d readed " man " from
Lastly, we need to
start worrying about
every possible context
start worr ying about
the runaway train of
in our lan gua ge enthe runawa y train of
political
correctness.
political correctness
gulfs the school and
lets no word deemed
now. When innocuous
as sexist escape.
words like "freshman "
There are four reasons wh y the maniacal come under fire, we reall y need to stop and
drive to eradicate the word "freshman " and think about how far this can go. Inclusive
replace it with "first-year " should cease and language is a good idea, under certain cirdesist.
cumstances. The word "freshman ," however
To begin with , it 's a misnomer. The class hideous and grotesque we have been condiof 1998 is, in fact , made up of thirteenth-year tioned to believe it is, should stay . Being a
students. And , w i t h some prep schools re- freshman at Colb y is a uni que, rewarding,
quirin g an additional year upon entrance, and wonderful experience. Let 's keep it that
fourteenth- or fifteenth-y ear students. They i a. -i \r [ _
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BY JOHN DAVID WOOD
Contributing Writer

On e of Colby 's quali ties that man y prospe ct ive st ud en t s found comfor t ing was t he

current housin g situation.
Unlike man y other colleges in the New
Eng land Sm a ll Coll eges A t hle t i c Confe r ence
(NESCAC ), Colb y had no selective or special housin g to break theunit y of its student
body. Trustees took a wise step in 1 983 by
ab oli shing fraternities and sororities and
subse quentl y integratin g all students in a
semi-random fashion to residence halls
across campus.
I found it comforting that Colb y took this
firm position ten years ago, so that the little
diversity a school loca ted in centra l Maine
may have would be cultivated b y letting
students learn from and with each other in
non-Greek housing. Similar small , New
Eng land colleges such as Middlebury, Bowdoin and Hamilton have cither fraternities
or social housing which crea te a barrier be-
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tween studen ts, makin g Colb y College an
invi tin g and welcomin g p la ce for all .
After arrivin g at Colby, I was disappoin t ed t o hear t alk of a pos sible
mul ticultural house. Such a living arran gement may separate students or cause uninten tional segre gation.
Howev er , a multi cultural center would
be a better idea and could work well as a
means of supp ort for individuals and as an
educational center for the campus. Forum s,
discussions and movies relatin g to cultur a l
and r a cial issu es could be held in su ch a
p lace where students would be free to come
and go. Ethnic club meetin gs could be held
in the multicultural center and thoreafte?
students could disperse to their respective
dormitoriesand share what they mi g ht have
learned .
It is crucial that Colb y maintain the status quo with regard to housing, or soon vve
mi g ht find that ' we arc no longer the happiest college in thc country or are no longer .s
inviting to hi g h school seniors across the
country.G
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Free Alterations for a
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ommendations. For example, Kassman sat on the ACE Committee,
which was supposedly an advisory
committee to her.
The Judicial Board is perhaps
the sector of the student government which has the most clout and
enjoys the most respect on campus.
But even the J-board has no direct
power. It simpl y makes recommendations to Dean of Students Janice
Kassman based on its findings. Although these recommendations are
taken under advisory (and are followed more often than not), its findings are not couple with any inherent legislative power.
Colby 's student body and specific groups can propel their concerns to the agenda of the student
governmentand the administration.
For example, the ado surrounding
the multicultural house proposal is
directly attributable to the strife of a
f ew ambitious students who demanded that the College confront
an issue important to them. Once
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this issue was on the agenda, however, like many issues, it was placed
in the hands of the administration
and the trustees, not the student
government.
Most of the divisive issues with
which the administration and the
trustees deal are well within their
jurisdiction. Further, certain bodies are better able to deal with certain issues than the student government. However, when an administrative decision is made, the
perpetrators of the decision must
take responsibility for it,rather than
passing it off as a decision arrived
at by student representatives.
Students who serve on committees and legislative bodies work
hard at what they do and have
made a substantial time commitment to their work ' It is unfortunate that they may be less student
representatives than scapegoats
which allow administra tors to tou t
unpopular decisions as decisions
in which students had a voice.Q
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College Wednesday

Every Wednesday starting Sept. 7m ,the
i
"Outback" will clos e its doors to the public
and will be opened only to college students.
Bring your guitars,sax , trumpets or whole band.
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Where Colby friends meet.
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BREAK THE PIZZA HABIT

AUTHENTIC HUNAN & SZECHUAN CUISINE

FREE DELIVERY *

DINE-IN SUN-THUR - 10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
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ART, continued f r om p age 9

lawn near y ou

'^^ ^^^SM^^m^^Jm..
__c.z_> p/zofo fa y Michael Corr

Scott Lilley c97, Tay lor Smith e98, George Kelsey '98 , and Kristofer Hamel '98 p lay outside
on a recent sunny day.

When you're finished browsing this site, you can find more
quite easily just by selecting "More
art on World Wide Web,"provided
on the first page of the Strange
Interactions gallery. Click on OTIS
to get to a larger art site with works
by a number of artists. The best
thing about these WWW sites is
that they're all interconnected .And
most are self-exp lanatory — certainly OTIS is. On the OTIS page
you'll find more links to even more
art sites.
Some places I like:
OTIS-http ://sunsite.unc.edu/
otis/otis.html (I particularl y like
Ed Stastny's dark, strange drawings).
Dr. Fun A rchives- Available
on Colby s homepage, (a daily
single panel online comic strip).
Syracuse University Computer
Graphicsh t tp :/ /
ziris.syr.edu/home.html (The
Chain Art project is great) .

The WebLouvre- http ://
mistral.enst.fr/~pioch/louvre/
(The Louvre online! Famous
paintings!).
Cybersi g ht Art- h t tp :/ /
cybersi gh t . c o m/ cg i - b i n/ c s/
s?art.gmml (Pointers to more
places - Grotesque Art is cool).
A r t m e t a l - h t tp : / /
wuarchive.wustl.edu/cdu/arts/
metal/ArtMetal.html (Metal
sculpture) .
That 's all you really need to
get started , so I'm not going to say
much more, except some genera l
advice: watch out for files that
take up a lot of memory (over
500k) because your computer will
not be happy. Quicktime and
MPEG movies usually arc too big.
Also, because it may take a long
time to download some of these
pictures, you should be doing
something else at the same time,
like writing a paper or checking
your e-mail.Q

MARRIAGE, continued fro m p age 9
a hell of a lot in common, and it just
had to be."
Beckwith is 49 and describes
Spaulding as "a very young 73."
Spaulding is well-known in
Waterville for his letters that appear
in the Central Maine Morning Sentinel.
Pink and ivory will be the colors
for the ceremony. Beckwith will be

wearing a pink linen dress with
ivory lace, and Spaulding plans to
wear a pink shirt,ivory tuxedo jacket
and a black cowboy hat. Four performances b y Beckwith' s and
Spaulding's friends will be included
in the ceremony. The performers
are Jackie King, Scottie Leavitt,
Nellie Wilson and Annie Earhart
and And y Wendell.Q

eveneasiertopickup.

(Buyone now, and wellthrowin all this software to helpyoupowerthroughcollege.)
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When you weigh the options, it 's qu ite possibly the best deal available for college students.
For a l i m i ted t i me, buy a select Apple" PowerBook"at a special student price and get a unique
new student software set available only from Apple. It 's all the software you're l ikely to need to
breeze through college. You'll get software that takes you through every aspect of writing
papers , the only personal organizer/calendar created for your student lifestyle and the Internet

Only $1,259.00.

Companion to help you tap into on-line research resources. Plus ClarisWorks, an integrated
package with a word processor, database, spreadsheet and more. All with the portable cornputer you can use anytime, anywhere you happen to be. Apple PowerBook. Ancl now, w ith 0
an Apple Computer Loan, you can own one for less than a dollar a day.1 A f^-J jW
W
t
^
It's the power no student should be without. The power to be your best." , H^UlC
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For all of your computer needs visit the "Macintosh Office "
at the Colby Bookstore in Roberts Union or call 872-3336

Offer expires October 17, 1994; mailable only uMe supplies last. © 1994 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, Ik Applelop, Pmmllook and '"thepower lo bepur best" are registered trademarks of AppleComputer, Inc. ClarisWorhsis a registeredtrademarkof
clans Corporation. 'An estimatebasedon an AppleComputerloan of $1,392,17for Ibe PouvrllookISO shownalmre. Pricesand loan amounts are subject lo change without notice. Seeyour Mle Camp us Reselleror representativefor current systemprices.
A 5,5% loan
originationf e ewillbe addedto therequestedloan amount. Ibe interest rate is variable, basedon Ibe commercialpajwr rateplus 5.35%. For Ibe month of August 1994, Ibe Interest rale was 10.i0%, wilh an APR of 1136%. 8-yearloan termwithnoprepaymattpenally,
The monthlypaymentshownassumes no defermentofprincipalor interest.Studentsmay defer principalpaymentsup to 4 years, or until graduation ,Def ermentwill changeyour, monthlypayments,lieAppleComputerLoanissubjectto creditapproval
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CLASSIFIEDS
SPRING BREAK '95 - SELLTRIPS, EARN CASH & GO FREE!S! Student Travel Services
is now hiring campus representatives. Lowest rates to Jamaica, Cancun, Daytona, and
Panama City Beach. Call 1-800-648-4849
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Sukkah celebrates harvest

WANTBP11 America's fastest growing travel company is now seeking individuals to promote
our super spring break trips to Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, Barbados, South Padre.
fantastic free travel and commissions? Call Sun Splash Tours:!-800*426-7710.
EXTRA INCOME FOR '$4- Bam $500 - $1000 weekly stuffing envelopes* For details RUSH $1.00 with SASE to: GROUP FIVE, 57 Greentree Dr., Suite 307, Dover, 19901| *#*SFRING BREAK 95***America's il Spring Break Company! Cancun,
i Bahamas, Daytona & Panama! 110% Lowest Price Guarantee! Organize 15 friends anc
I TRAVEL FREE! Earn highest commissions! ($00) 32-TRAVEL.
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COLBY VOLUNTEER CENTER PROGRAMS
•ADULT EDUCATION -Jen Larson x4718
Mon. & Tu. 8:30 - 10:30 am
Mon. & Wed. 2 - 4 PM
Tu. & Th.. 6-8:30 PM
•ADULTS READING TO CHILDREN (ARC) - Ali Fields 873-9004
Mon. - Fri. 9 - 2:30 PM
•BEST BUDDIES - Monika Theile x4943
watch for individual projects - dates and times will be announced
•BOYS AND GIRLS CLUB -Melissa Johnson x4674
Mon. - Fri. 3 - 6 PM
Sat. 9 - 1PM

Echo p hoto by Lauren C. Vitrano

•EVENING SANDWICH PROGRAM -Jessica Brett x4858
Tu. - T h. 3 - 5 PM

Several members ofHillel have built a traditional
Sukkot structure, called a sukkah, on Runnals Hill in
celebration of the Jewish harves t holiday.

•HABITAT FOR HUMANITY - Michelle Friedland x4143
fall and spring break trips
watch for fundraising projects
•HEAD START / WATERVILLE CHILD CAR E - Shana Berger x4534
Mon. - Fri. mornings and afternoons

•INTERFAITH (HOMELESS) SHELTER - Danielle Radford 877-5354
dail y 5:30 - 7:30 am or 6 -10 PM

PERSONAL ^_-_ TEASE

[ Hours: Mon. , Tues. & Sat. 8-61 H air S t v l e s
J
Evenings
on<j (i^AO
Wed., Thur. & Fri. 8-8
Walk-ins
Welcomed
[
° 'A-UO'+A
(
5 Silver Street ,Waterville (across fro m Steve's Restaurant)

•KLEARVIEW MANOR -Johanne Soden x4239
Mon. 2:45 - 4:15 PM
Fri. afternoon outings
•PET THERAPY
Mon. 2:30 - 4 PM ~ Lisa Tinano.f x4472
Fri. 3 - 4:30 - Meredith Brent x4898
•RAPE CRISIS - Stephanie Draper 872-5354
Hotline - 6 wk training session, then 24 hour on-call time slots
Office Hel p - flexible to your schedule, fundraising and awareness
•SOUP KITCHEN - Sarah Kopczynski x4225
Mon. - Fri. 11:30 - 12:30 PM and 8:30 - 9:30 PM
•SUNSET BOARDING HOME -- Carrie Heyman x4225
flexible to your schedule

Cantonese, Szechuan & American Cuisine

Exotic Drinks • Cocktails • Gift Certificates
f

VOLUNTEER!!!

Mon-Thurs 11-8:45. • Fri & Sat 11-9:45 • Sun 11:30-8:45

¦ ¦
'

Tonya Boyle, CVC Director
Kelley Winchester, CVC Assistant Director

1 Floor Eustis

..... OPEN 7 DAYS - YEAR ROUND
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Any Reason is a Good enough Reason to help the lives of others...

st

AMY

CHERYL CINDY
S
7 v o& TANYA JENNIFER
¦ *\i^**
. ROME BEVERLY
We'd io your hair to your (warts itsirtll

•HOME FOR LITTLE WANDERERS - Kristen Fowler x4404
watch for individual projects - dates and times will be announced

•JUNIOR HIGH TUTORING - Eric Schwartz x4407
Mon. - Th. 2:30 - 3:30 PM

CUTS $9
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y All Foods Cooked In Cholesterol Free Oil

10% Student Discount (Dine-In or Carry-Out)
with Colby Student I.D. - 7 Days a Week.
Not valid with any other offer
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Rt. 104, Pino Ridge Golf Course, W. River Rd., Water ville >gS
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Volleyball earns
mixed results

SOCCER , continued from p age 20

BY BETHJXJNN

Contributing Writer

Echo p hoto by Yuhgo Yamaguchi
Marc Small '96 makes his move against a Norwich defende r in their game last Saturday.
said Lanagan. 'They wercdefinitel y strong throughout the match , according to his teammates.
the better team."
"Caleb p layed fantasticall y/'
A lack of speed and aggressiveness were contributing factors to said Lanagan.
"Middlebury jus t scored two
the slow Mule offense. "We weren't
going to the ball strong/' said beautiful goals/' said Serdjenian.
Following their disappointing
Lanagan. "We were losing too many
loss
to the Panthers, the Mules hit
50-50 balls."
Serdj enian said he felt that Fri- their regular field again to face Norday was Middlebury 's time to wich.
Brian Rayback '95 and Lanagan
avenge their past losses to Colby.
"Last year it was a hard-fought game each marked a point for Colby, while
that we won. Eventually, things first-year Greg Noblct put two in to
make the score 4-0 Colby.
even out," said Serdjenian.
"We needed to come back and
Goalkeeper Caleb Mason '95 was

The Colby women's volleyball
team returned home from Bates
College last Saturday after a "somewhat interesting tournament," according to Coach Sheila Cain.
The team played five matches,
winning two and losing three. Colby
defeated Bowdoin College and the
Savannah College of Art and Desi gn, then lost to Bates, Gordon College and eventual tournament
champ ion Wheaton College. In the
Bowdoin match, the Colby women
were behind 14-11, and then came
back to win 16-14.
Colby missed a bi g lead against
Bates, going ahead 8-0 and then
dropp ing the rest of the points, losing in the end 15-8.
"We had a little mental lapse

with Bates, which isn't surprising
because we'rea fairly young team,"
said Cain.
"We showed a lot of intensity
and desire. The tournament was
very competitive, and anyonecould
have won. The better your competition , the better you 'll play."
One of the most positive things
Cain stressed about the tournament
was the team's depth .
"If one person wasn't doing
something, someone else would,"
said Cain. "Wc had a lot of different
options and people picking up the
slack."
Overall Cain said she felt that
"although we were somewhat inconsistent, we played well and executed a lot of things we wanted
to."
The team is now preparing for
this weekend's Bowdoin Polar Bear
Invitational.Q

Devastator of the Week

win, said Serdjenian.
"It was good to finall y get a win
and a shutout for the first time this
season ," said Lanagan.
The Mules will face toug h
NESCAC opponent Tufts University next. Serdjenian expects to see
an explosive Jumbo offense.
"All NESCAC games are tough
for us to play," said Serdjenian.
Colby will attempt to make up
for Friday's loss when they meet the
Tufts jumbo's this Saturday at
Tufts.a
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This Week's Key Games
Sept. 24

•Women 's cross country at
UMass Dartmouth Invitational
-Men's cross country v.
Bowdoin , Unity 11 a.m.

Sept 28

• Men's soccer v. USM 4p.m.
-Women'stennisCBBatBates

•Football at Trinity
•Men's soccer at Tufts
•Women's soccer at Tufts
Sept 29
•Women's volleyball at
Sept 25
Bowdoin Invitational
•Field hockey at
•Field hockey at Tufts
•Golfat Bowdoin Invitational Framingham State
•Women's soccer at Tufts

Echo pho to by Yuhgo Yamaguchi
Colby men 's soccer player Bill Lanagan '95 had a big
weekend last week. Not only did he assist the only Colby
goal against Middlebury, but he also earned an assist
and scored a goal against Norwich. Lanagan was also
the only Mule to score against Amherst in the 1-1 matc h
played two weeks ago.
¦— i
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If you 're reall y concerned
a bout your health, give your safety
belt a workout. It 's the best
exercise we know -to keep you
and your medical costs from going through tlie roof.

YOU COULD LEARN A LOT ROM A DUMMY ,'
BUCKLER SAFETY BELT,
Gxncil
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Every Thursday Specials 1
22 oz Natural Light $150 I
Bar Shots $2
_.
/J

V

Join us for live music every weekend
5 new Microbrews on tap
Ask about our MUG CLUB
Call soon for Parents Weekend
Reservations
We will be open Sunday, Oct. 2, ll:30-2pm

[
Fresh Cut Flowers • Gift Plants
|KHffl |
$Bj§l 1? Balloon Arrangements • Fruit Baskets
[$J| 1 Silk & Dried Arrangements • Stuffed
Ij M f ' Animals & Cards • Custom Wedding
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season 's firs t t est
BY M. KIRSTIN ROHRER
Contributing Writer
This weekend, the women's
cross country team will head south
to the University of Massachusetts
at Dartmouth Invitational Meet to
defend last year's victory.
"It is the first meet in which we
will face big competition this year,"
said tri-captain Elizabeth Timm '95.
"As a result, we can see where we
can go with the season by feeling a
few things out."
With the graduation of AUAmerican Michelle Severance '94,
who won every race she ran in during the regular season last year, the
team has had to make some adjustments. According to Head Coach
Deb Aitken, the team has a great

amount of depth this season and the
training done by individuals over
the summer seems to have paid off .
Last fall's time differences between the team's number two and
number five runners ranged from
thirty seconds to a minute apart.
"There is a group of five or six
who are up in the pack,"said Aitken.
Timm added that the grouping
of Colby runners enables the team
to "work together and pull each
other along."
Tri-captain Susan Hale '95 said
that a sense of team unity has carried over from last year.
"We have an excellent team this
year, and just about everyone is
back," said Hale.
According to Aitken, the top
three returning women are Robin
Art '91' Lenia Ascenso '95 and Liz

Fagan 97. Two more returners,
Timm and Kara Patterson '97, have
made big jumps forward over the
summer.
At the Dartmouth Invitational
last year, Springfield College took
second place behind Colby but will
not be attending the meet this fall.
Tufts University, who placed third
last season, is expected to be a strong
challenger again this year.
According to Aitken, Colby is
ready to defend its first place position at the Invitational.
"It is the first meet, and we are
read y to test the waters," said
Aitken. "I think that we have a strong
team, and this meet will determine
where we arein the schemeof things.
I am certainly optimistic at this
point."Q

Volleyball hopes t o def end t itle
BY BETH DUNN

Echo p hoto by Gretchen Rice
Captain Kate LaVigne 9
' 5 serves again st Middlebury.

Tennis looks to

continue streak

pool, which consists of the University of Maine Farmington, UMaine
Contributing Writer
Machias, Bowdoiiv College, Unity
BY KAREN BAISDELL
College
and
Salem
State
College.
Contributing Writer
After a tough weekend at Bates
Colby and the University of New
College, the Colby women's volleyEngland should be the top contendFollowing two victories this
ball team is looking forward to the
ers in their pool, while Bowdoin, weekend, the women's tennis team
Bowdoin Polar Bear Invitational this
Salem State and UMF will lead their is anxious to continue their winning
weekend. The team has won the
group, according to Cain.Q
streak when they hit the road this
tournament the last two years.
weekend to face MIT and Tufts
University.
The match against Tufts should
be fairly difficult,according to Head
Colby tied Tufts in their contest has seen dramatic improvement s in Coach John Illi g. Last year, Tufts,
BY BEN RUSSEL
her team's p lay. They have scored who was ranked 22nd in InternaStaff Writer
last year.
"They like to p lay defense, and on nine of their seventy shots thus tional Tennis Association National
Colby women's soccer takes their they like to play for the tie," said far and have received goal-scoring Rankings, defeated Colby. Illig said
MIT is also a difficult competitor.
2-0 record on the road to Tuft s Uni- Holsten. "We need to score earl y contributions from eight p layers.
Illig said that the future of the
versity this weekend. The Mules and if we can get ourselves up by
"I don't see any reason why we
season
is unclear since various playhave outscored
opp onents two goals we will be in pretty good shouldn't beat Tufts. We knew the
Middlebury and Norwich a com- shape. They will probably be as Middlebury game was going tobea
bined 9-1 in the first two games of tough for us as Middlebury was, battle, but we focused on p laying
their season under new Head Coach but if we are on our game and we thebestpossiblegamethatwecould.
Jennifer Holsten, and the squad play the ball on the ground , we'll If we continue to play the way wc
hopes to continue their success beat them."
have, they will not beat us," said
Since
coming
to
Colby,
Holsten
striker Jen Lawrence '97.Q
against Tufts this weekend.
"We intend to go in there and
defend our title," said Head Coach
Sheila Cain.
Colby is in the same pool as the
University of New England , St:
Joseph's College and Thomas College. If the team comes in first or
second in their pool, they will play
one of the top two teams in the other

ers are suffering from injuries.
Courtney Marum '96, who pinched
a nerve in her back, has not yet been
cleared for play. Sarah Ummel '97,
who would normally be starting
both doubles and sing les, has
tendonitis in her elbow and has been
restricted to just doubles. Coach Illig
said he is hoping that her injury
doesn't get any worse so that she
can at least continue to play doubles.
Despite their misfortune with
injuries, Illig said he is positive that
they will be able to earn a national
ranking. He praised Erin Brenner
'97, saying that she is really picking
up a lot of slack. Brenner has been a
key player in her doubles matches.Q

Women's soccer prepares for Tuft s

I Dead River High Water Rafting
Last Run

SYRACUS E UNIVER SITY

\

Division of In t erna ti ona l Programs Abroad
119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse , New York 13244-4170
1-800-235-3472
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• Programs in Aust ral ia , Belgium , England , Fran ce,
Germany , Israel , I t aly, Spa in , and Z imbabwe
* Prior fore ign language no t always necessary
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• Study for a semester , a year , or a summer
• Home stays or limited apartment plac ements
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Very Limited Space

Weekend Packages or Just the Day Trip
Call : Campus/Watervill e Travel Service

873-0692 or Fax: 873-7681

Because If You Want The World

WE'VE GOT IT!!!

Give them
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BY KATE CHARBONNIER
Sports Editor

Not too many people know
about the men's and women's cross
country teams. You don't get all
decked out inyour finest warm and
wooly game-watching wear to head
off to a cross country meet. I know
that I don't, anyway .
No, on Saturday afternoons you
will find me, along with a larg e part
of this campus, at a soccer or football game. To me there is nothing
better than a crisp, weekend morning in the fall at a soccer game. The
red and yellow hues of the changing leaves are the perfect backdrop
for an exciting match on the field.
Yet, Colby' s cross country programs have been j ust as successful ,
if hot more, than our ECAC champion men's soccer team. But, you
don'tJhear people talking abou t Abe
Rogers'great nm or Kara Patterson's
top ten performance at Nationals in
th e dini n g halls. No, you hear all
about soccergoals and touchdowns.
Last fall , I crossed my fingers
for the men's soccer team when the
NCAA voting t ook place, and I
ranted and raved about the injustice of the whole NCAA selection
system when they failed to be invited to the tournament.
i^YeU/y^he^
country team became the firs t Colb y
athletic team to make it to NCAAs
during that season,v ery little attention was given to their feat. I didn't
ev en kn ow that th ey had m a d e it t o
Nationals u ntil one of the team
members started talking abou t tak-

DAVE'S
BARBERSHOP
Tues-Fri : 7:30-5:00
Sat: 7:30-12:00
873-1010

45 Main Street
Waterville

ing a trip to Iowa m our English
class.
The men's cross country team
also sent runners to Nationals and
even the Ech o had very little to say.
I d on't think that everyone
should immediately flock to the
sidewalks and cheer on the runners as they fi ght their way through
their grueling courses,nor do I want
everyone to suddenl y develop a
love for long distance running.But,
as part of a campus community we
should recognize the achievements
of all of our nei g hbors,and not just
those who are the most exciting to
us. Both groups of runners push
themselves every day to run a little
bit farther or jus t a little bit faster
even when their legs are cramping
or their backs are twisted in pain.
Cross country ruiiriing is just as
taxing oh the bod y as the most violent sacking of a quarterback. In
fact, in a poll taken by Glamour
Magazine, it was shown that the
hi g hest percentage of; injuri es in
hi gh school athletes are found in
f emal e long distance runners.:
Dedication fbrany collegeji eyel
athetic; team is essential. The degree of dedication pi a distance
.runnei1::is:: 110'i lovyer; than that; of a
hose guard or a striker; We: give
linesmen and goalies our respect
and piirisupport by attehdihg their
: games iandi slja
backforeach effort tha t they make.
It is about time that we give our
respect to our cross country teams
and other squads that don't draw a
crowd of two hundred people. They
are all working just as hard to be at
their best.Q

^OMBREi^
W elcom es
Colby

^«BB ^

BY KAREN BLAISDELL
Contributing Writer

The Colb y women's tennis team
won both matches last weekend
despite a disappointing start to the
season with a loss against Wheaton
Col lege.
Colby rebounded from an 8-1
loss last year to ed ge the
Middlebury College Panthers 5-4
on Friday. Middlebury was ranked
9th in the east last year, so this was
an exciting win for Colby, according to Coach John Illi g.
Illi g was fo rced to alter the lineup prior to the match as fourth
singles Courtney Marum '96 was

Thurs . Night 9-12am $1 well drinks
14 oz. draft s $125
14 oz. Samuel Adams drafts $2
Free delivery for food 11am-9pm.
Take Washington St. the easy way in.

475 Kennedy Memorial Drive

873-4.3, BOB -IN ,7sSle

What is th e BOB-IN?
Tuesdays Hot Bik ini Contest
( girls from all over the state )
DJ & Dancing Tues. - Sat. 8:3(M am
I Sunday afternoon sports
5TV f s (1 lg. screen) 4pool tables
chicken wings 10Cf
75<t bottle beer
75(j : drinks 1 pm-7pm

Why not the BOB -IN ?

Totten an d Sarah Ummel '97 were

defeated in number two doubles,
but Kleinman and Erin Brenner '97
were able to beat their opponents
and push Colby in to a winning score.
The victory against Middlebury
set the tone for the dedication of the
new tennis pavilion, which took
place before Colby 's match against
Plymouth State on Saturday, (see
story p. 20)
"[It was] exciting to have some
attention given to the team," said
Illig.
Following the ceremony, Colb y
steamrolled Plymouth State by a
score of 9-0. Plymouth suffered the
only blemish on their record to the
Mul es a year ago.Q

PAVILION, continued from page 20
The only other school with a
pavilion is Williams College, and
its clubhouse is in an area removed
from the courts.
The building was designed by
Scott Tease, the same architect that
designed the new Harold Alfond
Center. Because the only other
Colby building visible on that side
of the road is the Lunder House,
the pavilion had to be in a style
similar to that of the Admissions
Office. While this drove the cost up
a bit, all involved said they are
happy w it h t h e r esul t s.
At the dedication on Saturday,
President Cotter and Athletic Director Dick Whitmorespoke, in addition to the ribbon cutting and
p laque ceremony. The weather
cleared up just in time, and the
women 's t eam capped off t h e d ay
Echo photo by J ennifer Merrick
with a 9-0 win over Plymouth State
Colby tennis supporters gather at the new Klein Pavilion.
Col legeD
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unable to play due to injury.Jessie
Anderson '98, who is presently 6-0
on t he sea son , won at number two
si ng les. Rachel Kleinman '96 and
Sonia Totten '98, at number three
an d f our si ng les respectively, were
both winners as well.
Kleinman went the distance in
her match, as she pulled off a win
following a tie-brea ker in the third
set. It was this triump h that locked
up the victory for Colby, according
to Illi g.
In the doubles matches, Kate
LaVi gnc '95 and Anderson played
in the number one spot and came
out on top 6-1,7-5. With the victory,
LaV igne remains undefeated in
doubles comp etition this year.
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Apply NOW for
1995 Postions!!
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INFO MEETING :
Monday, Sept. 26, 12:30 pm and 7:00 pm
Robert Union
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ON-CAMP US INTER VIEWS:
Tuesday, Sept. 27, 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Office of Career Services
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Echo photo by Amy Rzeznikiewicz

Football co-captions Jim Zadrozny'95 and Mike Frasier '95

BY RYAN MAYHUGH
Asst. Sports Editor

The Colby football team will
have a difficult hill to climb in
their opening battle this Saturday
as they travel to Trinity College to
face the defending NESCAC
champions.
"They are a very sound football team," said Head Coach Tom
Austin. "We'll certainly have to
sharpen our efficiency of detail
and put a great 60 minutes together."
The Mules played Williams
College in a scrimmage this past
weekend at Phillips Exeter Academy in New Hampshire. The first
half was structured to emulate a

game, while the fourth quarter was
mainly situational. Everyone played
and the two teams provided good
competition for one another,according to Austin.
"We were pleased with the kids
focu s," said Austin. "They hit well,
with good enthusiasm."
Colby and Trinity"have not met
in a regular season game since 1991,
when the Bantams edged the Mules
10-6. Forthe past two years the teams
have met in scrimmages prior to the
opening of the season!
"Last year we were very flat
[againstTrinity],"said Austin. "Our
coaches approached it as a practice
and they approached it as a game.
We didn 't have a game-like attitude."
Trinity will present Colby with

one of the finest offensive tandems in NESCAC,as their quarterback Steve Mikulski '95 returns after leading the league in
passing yardage and touchdowns. Mikulski will be looking
for receiver Tom McDavitt '95,
who lead the league in yardage,
catches and catches per game a
year ago.
"They do pass quite a bit,"
said Austin. "But they have a
good balance [between the pass
and run]. You want to present a
balance so thedefenseca n'tgang
up, and they're masters at that."
The Mules will be showcasing a brand new defense, the first
time that the structure has been
changed in 19 years. Instead of
having five down lineman and

Individual Statistics
Fall 1993

Rushing
Curry
Smith
Mullin
Mannering

Passing
Mannering

Pass Receiving
Fossella
Smith
Grady
Morrissey
Nardini

Net
442
459

No. Gained
Lost
106 487
45
471
12
96
'
33.^ :v#67 . - rt .^
3&* - i f a ' : ' : : ': \: ^ff i\ .

Att.
208

Comp.
104

N&^::\ ; V^
22
432 19,1
;
19;C' ^142 ;;!7.5 ,;:
22
272 12.4
14
213 15.2
10,8
9
97

Yds. Pet
1407 50.0

4
2
2
1
0

85
29
25
30
18

three linebackers, or a "52", they
will line up will four down lineman and the same number of linebackers.
"The game of football has
changed," said Austin. "There is
more of a focus on the short- to
medium-range pass. Our personnel fits into [the system] too. A lot
of kids run well to the ball."
The key for Colby 's new defense will lie in the ability of the
linebackers to read whether the
play will be a run or pass, and
adjust accordingly. AdamCote'95,
Matt Martel '95 and the rest of the
linebacker corps will have this difficult task against the high-powered Trinity offense.
"We need to contain them at
the flanks and the linebackers are
going to have to read well," said
Austin.
Colby will show the Bantams a
powerful offense of their own, as
Matt Mannering '95 was third in
NESCAC last year in both passing
yardage and touchdowns. Brad
Smith '96, fifth in the league for
rushing yardage per game a year
ago,is questionable for Saturday's
contest with a bruised knee.
Lawaun Curry '97 and Sherman
Helenese '95 will look to run past
the Bantams strong defen sive line.
"They have a very good down
four,"said Austin. "They're going
to make you pass the ball. They've
committed their guys to stop the
run."
Colby has approximately 23
formations on offense that they
will use throughout the course of
a game.
"We wan t to presen ta constan t
flow of menu so they don 't lock
into one set," said Austin.
"We were the first team to boa t
the 1992 NESCAC champions
[Middlebury] last year, and we'd
like nothing better than to do the
same this year ," said Austin.
"Without a doubt, we'll have to be
at our best "a

Ill

TD
12

Int.
9

Sept. 24 at Trinity
Oct. 1v. Middlebury
Oct. 8 v. Wesleyan
Oct. 15 at Amherst
Oct. 22 v. Hamilton
Oct. 29 at Bates
Nov. 5 at Tufts
Nov. 12 v. Bowdoin

1993 final
NESCAC
standings
Trini ty 8-0
Williams 7-1
Wesleyan 6-2
Colby 5-2-1
Middlebury 5-3
Bowdoin 3-4-1
Amherst 3-5
Tufts 1-7
Hamilton 1-7
Bates 0-8

1993 Team Statistics
Colby

Avg. TD's Long
4.2
3
53
4.8
4
22
2
*7
2 ,9
1
26

1994
schedule

118
56
59
3
318
1242
1459
212
105
9 v
518
2692
5.2
22-12
58-521
38-1212
31.9
17-114
23-422
11-215
17

Opponent
First Downs
-Rushing
-Passing
-Penalty
Rushing Attempts
Net Yards Rushing
Net Yards Passin g
Passes A ttempted
Passes Completed
Had Intercepted
Total Offensive Plays
Total Net Yards
Avg. Gain Per Play
Fumbles-Lost
Penalties-Yards
Punts-Yards
Avg. Per Punt
Punt Returns (num/ y ds)
Kickoff Return s
Interceptions-yards
Had Quarterback Sacked

120
53
56
11
334
890
1266
232
130
13
572
2217
3.9
21-11
53-394
46-1360
29.6
17-102
31-545
9-32
27

Special
Football
Preview,
see page 19

Women's soccer
pounds Norwich,

Echo photo by MerriU Duff

Cathy Neagar '97 races f o r the ball in Colby 's 2-1 victory over
Middlebury on Friday.

BY BEN RUSSELL
Staff Writer

The 1994-95 season started off
well for womcn'ssocceras they beat
both NESCAC riva l Middlebury
College and Norwich Academy on
Friday and Saturday.
Despite victories in both games,
each was very different, according
to Coach Jennifer Holsten.
On Friday, the Mules upset a
Middlebury team that earned a trip
to the ECAC playoffs last year. Left

wing Shannon Tra cy '97 scored a
goal and assisted another goal in
the 2-1 victory that caused excitement among both the Colby play-

"Being that this was

;;rt ---our firs t game , we

wanted to prove
Something to
Middlebury. ,?
Jenn y Lawrence *97

ers and their coach.
"We were very pumped up to
get a win against a team as good as
Middlebury. Last year they beat us
4-2, so this win is very satisfying,"
said Holsten. "We were very fortunate that Middlebury had a goal
called back on an offsides penalty,
but I thought we played very well
and cap italized on our opportunities."
Colby's first goal came from right
wing Karen Hoppe '97 from a corner
kick by Tracy. From her left, wing
spot Tracy took a pass from Clair
Pagnano '96 and drilled one passed
the Middlebury keeper for the goal
that proved to be the game winner.
"Being that this was our first game
we wanted to prove something to
Middlebury and get some revenge
for last year's loss," said striker Jen
Lawrence'97. "We didn't really know
what to expect but we just went out
and played ourgame. Wedominated
the first hal f and I think that set a tone
for the entire game."
Middlebury managed a goal with
a minute and thirty seconds left in
the match,but it was too littleand too
late for them as Colby took the win.
The Mules took the momentum
they gained after the Middlebury win
into Saturday's contest against Norwich. Colby beat Norwich 7-0 in a
game in which seven Colby players
scored .
"We pretty much dominated this
game throughout. We played the ball
on thc ground and really controlled
the tempo of the game ," said
HolstenD

Echo p hoto by J en nifer Merrick

Brian Dowling '97 goes one-on-one against his older bro ther
Ted Dowling in the men 's soccer game against Middlebury.

Men's soccer falls
t o Middlebury

According to Head Coach Mark
Serdjenian,
Middlebury played a
Sports Editor
tough physical game.Thegame was
Colby men's soccer took their played on the football field to acfirst loss of the season under over- commodate the women 's soccer
cast skies and a drizzling rain Fri- game on Loebs Field.
"On the smaller field it was obday afternoon. The Middlebury
College Panthers proved tobe tough viously a lot more physical," said
challengers to Colby 's position as Serdjenian.
Lanagan said he was impressed
defending ECAC champions, as
by the Panther team.
they outscored the Mules 3-1.
"I have never felt so outplayed
Josh Radoff '95 was the only
in
a
game since I've been at Colby,"
Mule to score with a header from a
corner kick from Bill Lanagan '95. see SOCCER on page 16

BY KATE CHARBONNIER

Klein family donat es t ennis pavilion
BY KARA MARCHANT
Contributing Writer

When parents arrive on campus next week
they will be able to see a new structure on
Mayflower Hill's landscape. Set in between
the tennis courts is a new pavilion constructed
to offer Colby 's tennis p layers a p lace to meet
and store their equipment.
The pavilion was given by Mr. and Mrs.
Jonas Klein of Falmouth, Maine. Mr. Klein is
a big sports fan , having played football in his
days at Syracuse. As thc grandfather of a
Colby tennis p layer, Rachel Kleinman '96, he
follows Colby women's tennis zealously, and
was originall y willing to donate a scoreboard
to the program.
"He kept after us about donating a
scoreboard ,"said John Illig, men and women's
tennis coach, "but I kept saying what are we
going to do with a scoreboard ? We have no
place to put it. We'll have to lean it against the
courts or something."
Klein later offered to finance the construction of a pavilion for the tennis program.

When the new courts were completed
last year, thc plans alio wed for 55 feet of space
between each court to give the area a parklike appearance, and to leave space for a
possible clubhouse.
"We had always hoped we would get a
pavilion , but we did not know when it would
be. Getting one so quickl y after the courts is a
big p lus," said Illig.
The now pavilion contains bathrooms, a
chalkboard and a p lace to store tennis balls
and equipment. The tea m's previous methods of storage consisted of rolling shopping
carts across the street every day with their
equipment and balls.
The pavilion also has a conduit , a hollow
pipe which electric wires can be fed through,
tobring electricity to thcbuilding.This would
allow the team to watch tapes, videotape
matches, or p lay music during practice and
game warm-ups.
"You can never understate the value of
being able to congregate at the pavilion. For
recruits, when they sec we have this, it's
grea t," said Illig.
Echo photo by J ennifer Merrick
Pres.
Bill
Cotter
right,
thanks
Mr.
Jonas
Klein
of
,
Fa
lmouth
, Maine f o r
sec PAVILIONon page 18
donating the Klein Tennis Pavilion.

